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Abstract
Change Management Systems for Seamless Evolution in Data Centers
Omid Alipourfard
2021

Revenue for data centers today is highly dependent on the satisfaction of their
enterprise customers. These customers often require various features to migrate their
businesses and operations to the cloud. Thus, clouds today introduce new features at
a swift pace to onboard new customers and to meet the needs of existing ones. This
pace of innovation continues to grow, e.g., Amazon deployed 1400 new features in
2017 alone.
However, such a rapid pace of evolution adds challenges for both clouds and users.
Clouds struggle to keep up with the deployment speed, and users struggle to learn
which features they need and how to use them. Three contributions are needed to
advance the state of the art, (1) clouds need systematic techniques, instead of rules of
thumb, to manage the deployment of new features; and (2) customers need systematic
techniques to identify features they need and how to use them. (3) we need adaptable
measurement systems that keep up with the pace of innovation.
This dissertation makes original contributions to address the need. In particular,
this dissertation introduces Janus to address the first need, and Cherrypick to address
the second. Together, they contribute to fundamental techniques to enable continued
cloud innovations.
Janus helps data center operators roll out new changes to the data center network.
It automatically adapts to the data center topology, routing, traﬀic, and failure settings. The system reduces the risk of new deployments for network operators as they
can now pick deployment strategies which are less likely to impact users’ performance.
Cherrypick addresses challenges for users to effectively configure cloud resources

for key cloud usage (i.e., data analytics). It helps users to address a key challenge, how
to search through new machine types that clouds are constantly introducing. Being
able to adapt to new big-data frameworks and applications, Cheerypick computes
cloud configurations that meet users’ budget constraints and achieve near-optimal
performance.
Our study of measurement algorithms shows that today’s measurement algorithms
can readily adapt to the pace of innovation. Specifically, today’s workloads map well
to current and future hardware architectuers. We find that for a wide range of settings
simple hash tables often outperform more sophisticated measurement algorithms such
as counting sketches.
As the pace of cloud innovations increases, it is critical to have tools that allow
operators to deploy new changes as well as those that would enable users to adapt
to achieve good performance at low cost. The tools and algorithms discussed in this
thesis help accomplish these goals.
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Preface
I have always tried to be conscious of the decisions that I make in my life. Most often,
I have tried to explore the sides that people tell me not to, just to give myself the
opportunity to explore things that are not the norm and to feel that I am making
conscious decisions for myself. Starting a PhD was a conscious decision for me. As
opposed to many people in oppressed countries, I wasn’t trying to run away to build
a better life for myself. I genuinely was interested in the science and the impact that
I could have in the bigger picture—as what I hope is typical with many students that
take on this journey.
However, a few years along this path, I forgot myself. I lost consciousness. I lost
mindfulness. And I became a slave to what was asked of me. I forgot what “I” was
looking for, that killed my passion, and my program became my prison. This happens
far too often, especially with young researchers that haven’t given life enough chances
to prepare them for it.
I am writing this not as a preface to this thesis. But as a preface to all the PhD
students that want to take on this journey. If you are reading this, remember that
it is far too easy to lose yourself on this journey (and in life). And it is too hard to
actively remind yourself that you are bigger than what you believe, than what you
are told, and than what you perceive.
Make your PhD a journey of not learning to think but a journey of learning to be
conscious of your needs and emotions, a journey about being present, and a journey
about being mindful. Frankly, if you get accepted to a PhD program, chances are
that you already know how to think and you just need to be taught how to advertise
your thinking. But that’s the easy part. The hard part, and the part that no one
tells you, is how to be there for yourself.
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To my mother and brother ...
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Chapter 1
Introduction
For the past decade or so, data centers have grown rapidly to keep up with the
customer demands. Today, a typical cloud hosts upwards of a hundred thousand
machines and offers hundreds of services [2, 3, 4] to its users. Such tight requirements
require fast innovations. As an example, every major cloud has built its own dedicated
wide-area backbone [5, 6, 7] and has gone through multiple generations of networking
fabric [8].
Keeping up with this pace of growth is challenging for both operators and their
users. Operators have to deploy new services and devices without disrupting their
users. And users are on the clock to adapt to new services to save cost and get better
performance.
The motivation for this thesis is the lack of tools that (1) enable safe, fast, and
secure deployments for the operators; and (2) tools that enable users to adopt new
technologies and services deployed in the cloud. Today, both operators and users
rely on processes that are manual, are hard to adapt, and costly. We hope that by
automating parts of these processes, we allow operators and users to have an easier
time adopting innovations.
Ideally, such tools should (1) be able to adapt to the constantly changing environ-
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ment of a data center. (2) They need to be accurate so operators and users can rely
on them (3) and they should be cheap to use and maintain.
Adaptivity: If tools were tightly coupled to the applications or infrastructure of
the data center, they would go obsolete quickly. For example, a tool that suggests
cloud configurations (e.g., the type of the virtual machine and the number of such
machines) for a SQL database in the cloud is free to use the knowledge of the inner
workings of the SQL query planner, e.g., to decide on the RAM size. However, by
doing so, the tool becomes tightly coupled to the architecture of the underlying SQL
database. That is, if clouds introduced a new noSQL database or newer generations
of big data analytics frameworks that heavily rely on fast discs, the tool would not
be as effective.
High accuracy: A cloud configuration recommender tool suggesting suboptimal
configurations leaves users unhappy. However, achieving both high accuracy and high
adaptivity is diﬀicult. Adaptivity needs abstractions and generalizations. Accuracy
embraces details. For example, a cloud configuration recommender that knows how
the query planner of a SQL database works is likely to make more accurate recommendations than one that does not. However, such a tool will have a harder time
adapting to new types of databases.
Low cost: Finally, cloud tools should be cheap to use while being adaptive and
accurate. Operators and users define cost in terms of the amount of time and money
that they have to spend. For example, in the case of a cloud configuration optimizer,
it is possible to run an exhaustive search across all possible configurations (that is
accurate and adaptive). However, such a strategy is costly and the search space is
not always intractable.
In this thesis, we look into building these tools from three viewpoints. In Cherrypick, we delve into the problem of adapting to the constantly changing landscape
of hardware/software stack in the big data analytics world. In Janus, we look into
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deploying new products in data center networks. And finally, in our study of measurement algorithms for packet processing, we show that some algorithms automatically
adapt to the changing environment because the available resources grow with the
demand.

1.1 Innovations: the tussle for customers
Users need to adapt to newly introduced devices and services—new systems often
solve problems in cheaper and more eﬀicient ways [9]. The trend for introducing new
features has rapidly grown in the past years. Amazon has gone from releasing 98
features per year in 2009 to 1400 features in 2017.
It is challenging for the users to keep up with this pace of innovation. For example,
finding the optimal configuration to run a recurring big analytics job among 1000s
of configurations is challenging and if users are not careful with their configuration,
they may end up paying a lot more [10].
However, automatically adapting to the changing environment is a rocky road for
two reasons. First, clouds introduce tens of new instances and frameworks every year.
Building specialized tools for the cartesian product of all the possible configurations
does not scale. Second, cloud customers have different usage patterns and software
stacks. This makes it hard to rely on the stability of users’ workloads or applications.
Ideally, our tools should be able to build and learn a model within a few runs of the
users’ workload on the cloud.

1.2 Deployments: the tussle for clouds
Today, operators guarantee certain levels of availability and performance [11] for their
customers. Amazon EC2 promises 99.95% availability for their virtual machines which
translates to 20 minutes a month of downtime budget. The diﬀiculty is that operators
12

have to uphold these guarantees as they roll out new features and services. Any error
in rollouts could show as performance degradations or even loss of connectivity for
users resulting in revenue and reputation loss for the cloud operator.
New deployments are diﬀicult because of the higher rate of failures and unexpected
events. Typically, operators perform new deployments with additional support in
terms of software (e.g., additional monitoring), hardware (e.g., additional spare capacity), humans (e.g., operators that are oncall), and time (e.g., slow rollout). Thus,
it may take a long time to accrue the support needed to roll out a new feature—often
even longer than the time it takes to design the feature.
Further, studying deployment risks is not straightforward and depends on the
practices that cloud operators follow. Some operators prefer to buy more infrastructure upfront, so there is enough spare capacity to deal with failures. Others prefer to
spend more on software-systems that are more reliable. These variations even occur
even within the same cloud: private clouds are managed and built differently than
public ones and there are regional differences across data centers due to geopolitical
constraints. So ideally, we need tools that let operators pick their operating point
where we optimize their settings.

1.3 Building tools that adapt
It is straightforward to build an algorithm that adapts to a changing landscape: A
brute force search looking at all the possibilities can always come up with the optimal
answer. The problem with this approach is that for almost any interesting problem, a
brute force search is intractable (resource or cost-wise). For example, to find a cloud
configuration to run a recurring analytical job, we can run the job on all the possible
cloud configurations and choose the best one, however, the number of such configurations, typically in the order of thousands, makes a brute force search prohibitively
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expensive. Similarly, in a data center, to find the best deployment plan for a new
product (e.g., a new type of networking switch), we can simulate and measure the
risk of every deployment plan, but the number of plans is almost always exponential.
In this thesis, we look into ways to make such search problems interactable.
In Cherrypick, we show that by combining modeling and searching, we find cloud
configurations that are as good as a brute force search. Cherrypick relies on a feedback loop where modeling moves the focal point of the searching algorithm and the
searching output updates the model. This coupling lets us find near-optimal cloud
configurations even without having a lot of information about the underlying workloads, configurations, or the behavior of the cloud machines.
In Janus, we focus on the problem of finding a deployment plan for new products in
datacenters. Datacenter networks are often super-symmetric (architecturally). Such
a symmetric architecture has many benefits from easing the software development
to easing the management and monitoring. Janus leverages the symmetry in datacenter topology to reduce the search space exponentially to the point that a brute
force search algorithm becomes tractable.
Finally, in our study of measurement algorithms for software, we look into finding
a measurement algorithm that adapts to different workloads and traﬀic distributions.
Such an algorithm is crucial in a data center so that it adapts to the workloads of the
users and the growth and change in data center traﬀic demands.

14

Chapter 2
Cherrypick: Searching for optimal cloud
configurations for customer workloads
Picking the right cloud configuration for recurring big data analytics jobs running in
clouds is hard, because there can be tens of possible VM instance types and even more
cluster sizes to pick from. Choosing poorly can significantly degrade performance and
increase the cost to run a job by 2-3x on average, and as much as 12x in the worstcase. However, it is challenging to automatically identify the best configuration for
a broad spectrum of applications and cloud configurations with low search cost. To
make matters worse, clouds introduce new products every year making it challenging
to build a system that adapts to the changing landscape of the cloud. CherryPick
is a system that leverages Bayesian Optimization to dynamically build and update
performance models for various applications. In Cherrypick, the models are just
accurate enough to let a searching algorithm distinguish the best or close-to-the-best
configuration from the rest with only a few test runs. Our experiments on five analytic
applications in AWS EC2 show that CherryPick has a 45-90% chance to find optimal
configurations, otherwise near-optimal, saving up to 75% search cost compared to
existing solutions.
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2.1 Introduction
Big data analytics running on clouds are growing rapidly and have become critical for almost every industry. To support a wide variety of use cases, a number
of evolving techniques are used for data processing, such as Map-Reduce, SQL-like
languages, Deep Learning, and in-memory analytics. The execution environments
of such big data analytic applications are structurally similar: a cluster of virtual
machines (VMs). However, since different analytic jobs have diverse behaviors and
resource requirements (CPU, memory, disk, network), their cloud configurations – the
types of VM instances and the numbers of VMs – cannot simply be unified.
Choosing the right cloud configuration for an application is essential to service
quality and commercial competitiveness. For instance, a bad cloud configuration can
result in up to 12 times more cost for the same performance target. The saving
from a proper cloud configuration is even more significant for recurring jobs [12, 13]
in which similar workloads are executed repeatedly. Nonetheless, selecting the best
cloud configuration, e.g., the cheapest or the fastest, is diﬀicult due to the complexity
of simultaneously achieving high accuracy, low overhead, and adaptivity for different
applications and workloads.
Accuracy The running time and cost of an application have complex relations to
the resources of the cloud instances, the input workload, internal workflows, and configuration of the application. It is diﬀicult to use straightforward methods to model
such relations. Moreover, cloud dynamics such as network congestions and stragglers
introduce substantial noise [14, 15].
Overhead Brute-force search for the best cloud configuration is expensive. Developers for analytic applications often face a wide range of cloud configuration choices.
For example, Amazon EC2 and Microsoft Azure offer over 40 VM instance types with
a variety of CPU, memory, disk, and network options. Google provides 18 types and
also allows customizing VMs’ memory and the number of CPU cores [16]. Addition16
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Figure 2.1: Regression and
TeraSort with varying RAM
size (64 cores)
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Figure 2.2: Regression and
TeraSort cost with varying cluster size (M4)
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Figure 2.3: Regression and
TeraSort cost with varying VM
type (32 cores)

ally, developers also need to choose the right cluster size.
Adaptivity Big data applications have diverse internal architectures and dependencies within their data processing pipelines. Manually learning to build the internal
structures of individual applications’ performance model is not scalable.
Existing solutions do not fully address all of the preceding challenges. For example, Ernest [17] trains a performance model for machine learning applications with
a small number of samples but since its performance model is tightly bound to the
particular structure of machine learning jobs, it does not work well for applications
such as SQL queries (poor adaptivity).
Further, Ernest can only select VM sizes within a given instance family, and performance models need to be retrained for each instance family.
In this chapter, we present CherryPick—a system that unearths the optimal or
near-optimal cloud configurations that minimize cloud usage cost, guarantee application performance and limit the search overhead for recurring big data analytic jobs.
Each configuration is represented as the number of VMs, CPU count, CPU speed per
core, RAM per core, disk count, disk speed, and network capacity of the VM.
The key idea of CherryPick is to build a performance model that is just accurate
enough to allow us to distinguish near-optimal configurations from the rest. Tolerating
the inaccuracy of the model enables us to achieve both low overhead and adaptivity:
only a few samples are needed and there is no need to embed application-specific
insights into the modeling.
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CherryPick leverages Bayesian Optimization (BO) [1, 18, 19], a method for optimizing black-box functions. Since it is non-parametric, it does not have any predefined format for the performance model. BO estimates a confidence interval (the
range that the actual value should fall in with high probability) of the cost and
running time under each candidate cloud configuration. The confidence interval is
improved (narrowed) as more samples become available. CherryPick can judge which
cloud configuration should be sampled next to best reduce the current uncertainty in
modeling and get closer to go the optimal. CherryPick uses the confidence interval to
decide when to stop the search. Section 2.3 provides more details on how BO works
and why we chose BO out of other alternatives.
To integrate BO in CherryPick we needed to perform several customizations (Section 2.3.5): i) selecting features of cloud configurations to minimize the search steps;
ii) handling noise in the sampled data caused by cloud internal dynamics; iii) selecting
initial samples; and iv) defining the stopping criteria.
We evaluate CherryPick on five popular analytical jobs with 66 configurations on
Amazon EC2. CherryPick has a high chance (45%-90%) to pick the optimal configuration and otherwise can find a near-optimal solution (within 5% at the median),
while alternative solutions such as coordinate descent and random search can take
up to 75% more running time and 45% more search cost. We also compare CherryPick with Ernest [17] and show how CherryPick can improve search time by 90% and
search cost by 75% for SQL queries.

2.2 Background and Motivation
In this section, we show the benefits and challenges of choosing the best cloud configurations.
We also present two strawman solutions to solve this problem.
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Application
TPC-DS
TPC-H
Regression (SparkML)
TeraSort

Avg/min
3.4
2.9
2.6
1.6

Max/min
9.6
12
5.2
3.0

Table 2.1: Comparing the maximum, average, and minimum cost of configurations for
various applications.

2.2.1

Benefits

A good cloud configuration can reduce the cost of analytic jobs by a large amount.
Table 2.1 shows the arithmetic mean and maximum running cost of configurations
compared to the configuration with minimum running cost for four applications across
66 candidate configurations. The details of these applications and their cloud configurations are described in Section 2.5. For example, for the big data benchmark,
TPC-DS, the average configuration costs 3.4 times compared to the configuration
with minimum cost; if users happen to choose the worst configuration, they would
spend 9.6 times more.
Picking a good cloud configuration is even more important for recurring jobs where
similar workloads are executed repeatedly, e.g. daily log parsing. Recent studies report
that up to 40% of analytics jobs are recurring [12, 13]. Our approach only works for
repeating jobs, where the cost of a configuration search can be amortized across many
subsequent runs.

2.2.2

Challenges

There are several challenges for picking the best cloud configurations for big data
analytics jobs.
Complex performance model: In addition, performance under a cloud configuration is not deterministic. In cloud environments, which is shared among many
tenants, stragglers can happen. We measured the running time of TeraSort-30GB
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on 22 different cloud configurations on AWS EC2 five times. We then computed the
coeﬀicient of variation (CV) of the five runs. Our results show that the median of the
CV is about 10% and the 90 percentile is above 20%. This variation is not new [13].
Cost model: The cloud charges users based on the amount of time the VMs are up.
Using configurations with a lot of resources could minimize the running time, but it
may cost a lot more money. Thus, to minimize cost, we have to find the right balance
between resource prices and the running time. Figure 2.2 shows the cost of running
Regression on SparkML on different cluster sizes where each VM comes with 15 GBs
of RAM and 4 cores in AWS EC2. We can see that the cost does not monotonically
increase or decrease when we add more resources into the cluster. This is because
adding resources may accelerate the computation but also raises the price per unit of
running time.
Large searching space: Clouds offer a large number of instance types for users. For
example, Amazon EC2 offers over 40 VM instance types. The instances are grouped
into instance families such as general purpose (M4), compute optimized (C4), memory
optimized (R3), and storage optimized (I2) [2]. Within each instance family, different
instances have different amount of virtual CPUs (1-40 cores), memory (0.5-244 GB),
network bandwidth (20Mbps-10Gbps), and disks (different amount of local disk and
remote Elastic Block Storage [20]). Cloud providers also add new instance types every
year [2]. In addition to instance types, users have to pick the right cluster size that
minimizes the cost while ensuring a short running time.
Large searching space: Clouds provide a large number of instance types to users.
Amazon, for example, offers 40 VM types grouped into general purpose (M4), compute optimized (C4), memory optimized (R3), and disk-optimized (I2). The resource
variation across these families together with the newly added instance types every
year, making brute force searching the right cloud configuration time consuming and
costly.
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The heterogeneity of applications: Figure 2.3 shows different shapes for TPC-DS
and Regression on Spark and how they relate to instance types. For TeraSort, a low
memory instance (8 core and 15 GBs of RAM) performs the best because CPU is a
more critical resource. On the other hand for Regression, the same cluster has 2.4
times more running time than the best candidate due to the lack of RAM.
Moreover, the best choice often depends on the application configurations, e.g.,
the number of map and reduce tasks in YARN. Our work on identifying the best cloud
configurations is complementary to other works on identifying the best application
configurations (e.g., [21, 22]). CherryPick can work with any (even not optimal)
application configurations.

2.2.3

Strawman solutions

The two strawman solutions for predicting a near optimal cloud configuration are
modeling and searching.
Accurate modeling of application performance. One way is to model application performance and then pick the best configuration based on this model. However,
this methodology has poor adaptivity. Building a model that works for a variety
of applications and cloud configurations can be diﬀicult because the knowledge of
the internal structure of specific applications is needed to make the model effective.
Moreover, building a model through human intervention for every new application
can be tedious.
Static searching for the best cloud configuration. Another way is to exhaustively search for the best cloud configuration without relying on an accurate performance model. However, this methodology has high overhead. With 40 instance types
at Amazon EC2 and tens of cluster sizes for an application, if not careful, one could
end up needing tens if not hundreds of runs to identify the best instance. In addition,
trying each cloud configuration multiple times to get around the dynamics in the
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Figure 2.4: CherryPick workflow
cloud (due to resource multiplexing and stragglers) would exacerbate the problem
even further.
To reduce the search time and cost, one could use coordinate descent and search
one dimension at a time. Coordinate descent could start with searching for the
optimal CPU/RAM ratio, then the CPU count per machine, then cluster size, and
finally disk type. For each dimension, we could fix the other dimensions and search
for the cheapest configuration possible. This could lead to suboptimal decisions if for
example, because of bad application configuration a dimension is not fully explored
or there are local minima in the problem space.

2.3 CherryPick Design
2.3.1

Overview

CherryPick follows a general principle in statistical learning theory [23]: “If you possess a restricted amount of information for solving some problem, try to solve the
problem directly and never solve a more general problem as an intermediate step.”
In our problem, the ultimate objective is to find the best configuration. We
also have a very restricted amount of information, due to the limited runs of cloud
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configurations we can afford. Therefore, the model does not have enough information
to be an accurate performance predictor, but this information is suﬀicient to find a
good configuration within a few steps.
Rather than accurately predicting application performance, we just need a model
that is accurate enough for us to separate the best configuration from the rest.
Compared to static searching solutions, we dynamically adapt our searching scheme
based on the current understanding and confidence interval of the performance model.
We can dynamically pick the next configuration that can best distinguish performance
across configurations and eliminate unnecessary trials. The performance model can
also help us understand when to stop searching earlier once we have a small enough
confidence interval. Thus, we can reach the best configuration faster than static
approaches.
Figure 2.4 shows the joint process of performance modeling and configuration
searching. We start with a few initial cloud configurations (e.g., three), run them,
and input the configuration details and job completion time into the performance
model. We then dynamically pick the next cloud configuration to run based on the
performance model and feed the result back to the performance model. We stop when
we have enough confidence that we have found a good configuration.

2.3.2

Problem formulation

For a given application and workload, our goal is to find the optimal or a nearoptimal cloud configuration that satisfies a performance requirement and minimizes
the total execution cost. Formally, we use T p⃗xq to denote the running time function
for an application and its input workloads. The running time depends on the cloud
configuration vector ⃗x, which includes instance family types, CPU, RAM, and other
resource configurations.
Let P p⃗xq be the price per unit time for all VMs in cloud configuration ⃗x. We
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formulate the problem as follows:

minimize
⃗
x

Cp⃗xq “ P p⃗xq ˆ T p⃗xq
(2.1)

subject to T p⃗xq ď Tmax
where Cp⃗xq is the total cost of cloud configuration ⃗x and Tmax is the maximum
tolerated running time1 . Knowing T p⃗xq under all candidate cloud configurations
would make it straightforward to solve Eqn (2.1), but it is expensive because all
candidate configurations need to be tried. Instead, we use BO (with Gaussian Process
Priors, see Section 2.6) to directly search for an approximate solution of Eqn (2.1)
with significantly smaller cost.

2.3.3

Solution with Bayesian Optimization

Bayesian Optimization (BO) [1, 18, 19] is a framework to solve optimization problem
like Eqn. (2.1) where the objective function Cp⃗xq is unknown beforehand but can
be observed through experiments. By modeling Cp⃗xq as a stochastic process, e.g. a
Gaussian Process [24], BO can compute the confidence interval of Cp⃗xq according to
one or more samples taken from Cp⃗xq. A confidence interval is an area that the curve
of Cp⃗xq is most likely (e.g. with 95% probability) passing through. For example, in
Figure 2.5(a), the dashed line is the actual function Cp⃗xq. With two samples at ⃗x1
and ⃗x2 , BO computes a confidence interval that is marked with a blue shadowed area.
The black solid line shows the expected value of Cp⃗xq and the value of Cp⃗xq at each
input point ⃗x falls in the confidence interval with 95% probability. The confidence
interval is updated (posterior distribution in Bayesian Theorem) after new samples
are taken at ⃗x3 (Figure 2.5(b)) and ⃗x4 (Figure 2.5(c)), and the estimate of Cp⃗xq
improves as the area of the confidence interval decreases.
1

Cp⃗xq assumes a fixed number of identical VMs.
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Figure 2.5: An example of BO’s working process (derived from Figure 1 in [1]).
BO can smartly decide the next point to sample using a pre-defined acquisition
function that also gets updated with the confidence interval. As shown in Figure 2.5,
x⃗3 (x⃗4 ) is chosen because the acquisition function at t “ 2 (t “ 3) indicates that it
has the most potential gain. There are many designs of acquisition functions in the
literature, and we will discuss how we chose among them in Section 2.3.5.
BO is embedded into CherryPick as shown in Figure 2.4. At Step 2, CherryPick leverages BO to update the confidence interval of Cp⃗xq. After that, at Step 3,
CherryPick relies on BO’s acquisition function to choose the best configuration to
run next. Also, at Step 4, CherryPick decides whether to stop the search according
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to the confidence interval of Cp⃗xq provided by BO (details shown in Section 2.3.5).
Another useful property of BO is that it can accommodate observation noise in
the computation of confidence interval of the objective function. Suppose in practice,
given an input point ⃗x, we have no direct access to Cp⃗xq but can only observe Cp⃗xq1
that is:

Cp⃗xq1 “ Cp⃗xq ` ϵ

(2.2)

where ϵ is a Gaussian noise with zero mean, that is ϵ „ N p0, σϵ2 q. Because Cp⃗xq1 is
also Gaussian, BO is able to infer the confidence interval of Cp⃗xq according to the
samples of Cp⃗xq1 and ϵ [1]. Note that in our scenario, the observation noise on Cp⃗xq
is negligible because the measurement on running time and price model is accurate
enough. However, the ability to handle the additive noise of BO is essential for us to
handle the uncertainty in clouds (details in Section 2.3.6).
In summary, by integrating BO, CherryPick has the ability to learn the objective
function quickly and only take samples in the areas that most likely contain the
minimum point. For example, in Figure 2.5(c) both x⃗3 and x⃗4 are close to the
minimum point of the actual Cp⃗xq, leaving the interval between x⃗1 and x⃗4 unexplored
without any impact on the final result.

2.3.4

Why do we use Bayesian Optimization?

BO is effective in finding optimal cloud configurations for Big Data analytics for three
reasons.
First, BO does not limit the function to be of any pre-defined format, as it is
non-parametric. This property makes CherryPick useful for a variety of applications
and cloud configurations.
Second, BO typically needs a small number of samples to find a near-optimal
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solution because BO focuses its search on areas that have the largest expected improvements.
Third, BO can tolerate uncertainty. CherryPick faces two main sources of uncertainty: (i) because of the small number of samples, CherryPick’s performance models
are imperfect and usually have substantial prediction errors; (ii) the cloud may not
report a stable running time even for the same application due to resource multiplexing across applications, stragglers, etc. BO can quantitatively define the uncertainty
region of the performance model. The confidence interval it computes can be used to
guide the searching decisions even in face of model inaccuracy. In Section 2.3.6, we
leverage this property of BO to handle the uncertainty from cloud dynamics.
One limitation of BO is that its computation complexity is OpN 4 q, where N is
the number of data samples. However, this is perfectly fine because our data set is
small (our target is typically less than 10 to 20 samples out of hundreds of candidate
cloud configurations).
Alternatives Alternative solutions often miss one of the above benefits: (1) linear
regression and linear reinforcement learning are not generic to all applications because
they do not work for non-linear models; (2) techniques that try to model a function
(e.g., linear regression, support vector regression, boosting tree, etc.) do not consider
minimizing the number of sample points. Deep neural networks [25], table-based modeling [26], and Covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMA-ES) [27] can
potentially be used for black-box optimization but require a large number of samples.
(3) It is diﬀicult to adapt reinforcement learning [25, 28] to handle uncertainty and
minimize the number of samples while BO models the uncertainty so as to accelerate
the search.
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2.3.5

Design options and decisions

To leverage Bayesian Optimization to find a good cloud configuration, we need to
make several design decisions based on system constraint and requirements.
Prior function As most BO frameworks do, we choose to use Gaussian Process as
the prior function. It means that we assume the final model function is a sample from
Gaussian Process. We will discussion this choice in more details in Section 2.6.
We describe Cp⃗xq with a mean function µp¨q and covariance kernel function kp¨, ¨q.
For any pairs of input points ⃗x1 , ⃗x2 , we have:

µp⃗x1 q “ ErCp⃗x1 qs; µp⃗x2 q “ ErCp⃗x2 qs
kp⃗x1 , ⃗x2 q “ ErpCp⃗x1 q ´ µp⃗x1 qqpCp⃗x2 q ´ µp⃗x2 qqs

Intuitively, we know that if two cloud configurations, ⃗x1 and ⃗x2 are similar to each
other, Cp⃗x1 q and Cp⃗x2 q should have large covariance, and otherwise, they should have
small covariance. To express this intuition, people have designed numerous formats
of the covariance functions between inputs ⃗x1 and ⃗x2 which decrease when ||⃗x1 ´ ⃗x2 ||
grow. We choose Matern5/2 [29] because it does not require strong smoothness and
is preferred to model practical functions [19].
Acquisition function There are three main strategies to design an acquisition function [19]: (i) Probability of Improvement (PI) – picking the point which can maximize
the probability of improving the current best; (ii) Expected Improvement (EI) – picking the point which can maximize the expected improvement over the current best;
and (iii) Gaussian Process Upper Confidence Bound (GP-UCB) – picking the point
whose certainty region has the smallest lower bound(when we minimize a function).
In CherryPick we choose EI [1] as it has been shown to be better-behaved than PI,
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and unlike the method of GP-UCB, it does not require its own tuning parameter [19].
Jones et al. [30] derive an easy-to-compute closed form for the EI acquisition
function. Let Xt be the collection of all cloud configurations whose function values
have been observed by round t, and m “ min⃗x tCp⃗xq|⃗x P Xt u as the minimum function
value observed so far. For each input ⃗x which is not observed yet, we can evaluate its
expected improvement if it is picked as the next point to observe with the following
equation:

EIp⃗xq “

$
’
’
&pm ´ µp⃗xqqΦpZq ` σp⃗xqϕpZq, if σp⃗xq ą 0
’
’
%0,

where σp⃗xq “

a
kp⃗x, ⃗xq, Z “

(2.3)

if σp⃗xq “ 0
m´µp⃗
xq
,
σp⃗
xq

and Φ and ϕ are standard normal cumulative

distribution function and the standard normal probability density function respectively.
The acquisition function shown in Eqn (2.3) is designed to minimize Cp⃗xq without
further constraints. Nonetheless, from Eqn 2.1 we know that we still have a performance constraint T p⃗xq ď Tmax to consider. It means that when we choose the next
cloud configuration to evaluate, we should have a bias towards one that is likely to
satisfy the performance constraint. To achieve this goal, we first build the model of
running time function T p⃗xq from

Cp⃗
xq
.
P p⃗
xq

Then, as suggested in [31], we modify the EI

acquisition function as:

EIp⃗xq1 “ P rT p⃗xq ď Tmax s ˆ EIp⃗xq

(2.4)

Stopping condition We define the stopping condition in CherryPick as follows:
when the expected improvement in Eqn.(2.4) is less than a threshold (e.g. 10%) and
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at least N (e.g. N “ 6) cloud configurations have been observed. This ensures that
CherryPick does not stop the search too soon and it prevents CherryPick from struggling to make small improvements.
Starting points Our choice of starting points should give BO an estimate about
the shape of the cost model. For that, we sample a few points (e.g., three) from
the sample space using a quasi-random sequence [32]. Quasi-random numbers cover
the sample space more uniformly and help the prior function avoid making wrong
assumptions about the sample space.
Encoding cloud configurations We encode the following features into ⃗x to represent a cloud configuration: the number of VMs, the number of cores, CPU speed per
core, average RAM per core, disk count, disk speed and network capacity of a VM.
To reduce the search space of the Bayesian Optimization, we normalize and discretized most of the features. For instance, for disk speed, we only define fast and
slow to distinguish SSD and magnetic disks. Similarly, for CPU, we use fast and
slow to distinguish high-end and common CPUs. Such discretization significantly
reduces the space of several features without losing the key information brought by
the features and it also helps to reduce the number of invalid cloud configurations.
For example, we can discretize the space so that the CPUs greater (smaller) than
2.2GHz are fast (slow) and the disks with bandwidth greater (smaller) than 600MB/s
are fast (slow). Then, if we suggest a (fast, fast) combination for (CPU, Disk), we
could choose a 2.5Ghz and 700MBs instance (or any other one satisfying the boundary
requirements). Or in place of a (slow, slow) configuration we could pick an instance
with 2Ghz of speed and 400MB/s of IO bandwidth. If no such configurations exist,
we can either remove that point from the candidate space that BO searches or return
a large value, so that BO avoids searching in that space.
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2.3.6

Handling uncertainties in clouds

So far we assumed that the relation between cloud configurations and cost (or running
time) is deterministic. However, in practice, this assumption can be broken due to
uncertainties within any shared environment. The resources of clouds are shared by
multiple users so that different users’ workload could possibly have interference with
each other.
Moreover, failures and resource overloading, although potentially rare, can impact
the completion time of a job. Therefore, even if we run the same workload on the
same cloud with the same configuration for multiple times, the running time and cost
we get may not be the same.
Due to such uncertainties in clouds, the running time we can observe from an
actual run on configuration ⃗x is T̃ p⃗xq and the cost is C̃p⃗xq. If we let T p⃗xq “ ErT̃ p⃗xqs
and Cp⃗xq “ ErC̃p⃗xqs, we have:

T̃ p⃗xq “ T p⃗xqp1 ` ϵc q

(2.5)

C̃p⃗xq “ Cp⃗xqp1 ` ϵc q

(2.6)

where ϵc is a multiplicative noise introduced by the uncertainties in clouds.

We

model ϵc as normally distributed: ϵc „ N p0, σϵ2c q.
Therefore, Eqn (2.1) becomes minimizing the expected cost with the expected
performance satisfying the constraint.
BO cannot infer the confidence interval of Cp⃗xq from the observation of C̃p⃗xq
because the latter is not normally distributed given that BO assumes Cp⃗xq is Gaussian
and so is p1 ` ϵc q. One straightforward way to solve this problem is to take multiple
samples at the same configuration ⃗x, so that Cp⃗xq can be obtained from the average
of the multiple C̃p⃗xq. Evidently, this method will result in a big overhead in search
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cost.
Our key idea to solve this problem (so that we only take one sample at each input)
is to transform Eqn. (2.1) to the following equivalent format:

minimize
⃗
x

log Cp⃗xq “ log P p⃗xq ` log T p⃗xq
(2.7)

subject to log T p⃗xq ď log Tmax
We use BO to minimize log Cp⃗xq instead of Cp⃗xq since:

log C̃p⃗xq “ log Cp⃗xq ` log p1 ` ϵc q

(2.8)

Assuming that ϵc is less than one (e.g. ϵc ă 1), log p1 ` ϵc q can be estimated by ϵc ,
so that log p1 ` ϵc q can be viewed as an observation noise with a normal distribution,
and log C̃p⃗xq can be treated as the observed value of log Cp⃗xq with observation noise.
Eqn.(2.8) can be solved similar to Eqn.(2.2).
In the implementation of CherryPick, we use Eqn. (2.7) instead of Eqn. (2.1) as
the problem formulation.

2.4 Implementation
In this section, we discuss the implementation details of CherryPick as shown in Figure 2.6. It has four modules.
1. Search Controller: Search Controller orchestrates the entire cloud configuration
selection process. To use CherryPick, users supply a representative workload (see Section 2.6) of the application, the objective (e.g. minimizing cost or running time), and
the constraints (e.g. cost budget, maximum running time, preferred instance types,
maximum/minimum cluster size, etc.). Based on these inputs, the search controller
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Figure 2.6: Architecture of CherryPick’s implementation.
obtains a list of candidate cloud configurations and passes it to the Bayesian Optimization Engine. At the same time, Search Controller installs the representative
workload to clouds via Cloud Controller. This process includes creating VMs in each
cloud, installing the workload (applications and input data), and capturing a customized VM image which contains the workload. Search Controller also monitors the
current status and model on the Bayesian Optimization engine and decides whether
to finish the search according to the stopping condition discussed in Section 2.3.5.
2. Cloud Monitor: Cloud Monitor runs benchmarking workloads of Big Data defined by CherryPick on different clouds. It repeats running numerous categories of
benchmark workloads on each cloud to measure the upper-bound (or high percentile)
of the cloud noise 2 . The result is offered to Bayesian Optimization engine as the ϵc
in Eqn. (2.8). This monitoring is lightweight; we only need to run this system every
few hours with a handful of instances.
3. Bayesian Optimization Engine: Bayesian Optimization Engine is built on top
of Spearmint [33] which is an implementation of BO in Python. Besides the standard
BO, it also has realized our acquisition function in Eqn (2.3) and the performance
2

Over-estimating ϵc means more search cost.
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constraint in Eqn (2.4). However, Spearmint’s implementation of Eqn (2.4) is not efficient for our scenario because it assumes Cp⃗xq and T p⃗xq are independent and trains
the models of them separately. We modified this part so that T p⃗xq is directly derived
from

Cp⃗
xq
P p⃗
xq

after we get the model of Cp⃗xq. Our implementation of this module focuses

on the interfaces and communications between this module and others. For taking
a sample of a selected cloud configuration, the BO engine submits a cluster creation
request and a start workload request via the Cloud Controller.
4. Cloud Controller: Cloud Controller is an adaptation layer which handles the
heterogeneity to control the clouds. Each cloud has its own APIs and semantics to do
the operations such as create/delete VMs, create/delete virtual networks, capturing
images from VMs, and list the available instance types. Cloud Controller defines a
uniform API for the other modules in CherryPick to perform these operations. In
addition, the API also includes sending commands directly to VMs in clouds via SSH,
which facilitates the control of the running workload in the clouds.
The entire CherryPick system is written in Python with about 5,000 lines of code,
excluding the legacy part of Spearmint.

2.5 Evaluation
We evaluate CherryPick with 5 types of big data analytics applications on 66 cloud
configurations. Our evaluations show that CherryPick can pick the optimal configuration with a high chance (45-90%) or find a near-optimal configuration (within 5% of
the optimal at the median) with low search cost and time, while alternative solutions
such as coordinate descent and random search can reach up to 75% more running
time and up to 45% more search time than CherryPick. We also compare CherryPick
with Ernest [17] and show how CherryPick can reduce the search time by 90% and
search cost by 75% for SQL queries. We discuss insights on why CherryPick works
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well and show how CherryPick adapt to changing workloads and various performance
constraints.

2.5.1

Experiment setup

Applications: We chose benchmark applications on Spark [34] and Hadoop [35] to
exercise different CPU/Disk/RAM/Network resources: (1) TPC-DS [36] is a recent
benchmark for big data systems that models a decision support workload. We run
TPC-DS benchmark on Spark SQL with a scale factor of 20. (2) TPC-H [37] is
another SQL benchmark that contains a number of ad-hoc decision support queries
that process large amounts of data. We run TPC-H on Hadoop with a scale factor
of 100. Note that our trace runs 20 queries concurrently. While it may be possible
to model each query’s performance, it is hard to model the interactions of these
queries together. (3) TeraSort [38] is a common benchmarking application for big
data analytics frameworks [39, 40], and requires a balance between high IO bandwidth
and CPU speed. We run TeraSort on Hadoop with 300 GB of data, which is large
enough to exercise disks and CPUs together. (4) The SparkReg [41] benchmark
consists of machine learning workloads implemented on top of Spark. We ran the
regression workload in SparkML with 250k examples, 10k features, and 5 iterations.
This workload heavily depends on memory space for caching data and has minimal
use for disk IO. (5) SparkKm is another SparkML benchmark [41]. It is a clustering
algorithm that partitions a space into k clusters with each observation assigned to the
cluster with the closest mean. We use 250k observations with 10k features. Similar
to SparkReg, this workload is dependent on memory space and has less stringent
requirements for CPU and disk IO.

Cloud configurations: We choose four families in Amazon EC2: M4 (general
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Instance Size
large
xlarge
2xlarge
Number of Cores

16
8
4
32

Number of instances
24 32 40 48 56
12 16 20 24 28
6
8 10 12 14
48 64 80 96 112

Table 2.2: Configurations for one instance family.
purpose), C4 (compute optimized), R3 (memory optimized), I2 (disk optimized) instances.
Objectives: We define the objective as minimizing the cost of executing the application under running time constraints. By default, we set a loose constraint for
running time so CherryPick searches through a wider set of configurations. We evaluate tighter constraints in Section 2.5.4. Note that minimizing running time with no
cost constraint always leads to larger clusters, and therefore, is rather simple. On the
other hand, minimizing the cost depends on the right balance between cluster size
and cluster utilization.
CherryPick settings: By default, we use EI“ 10%, N “ 6, and 3 initial samples.
In our experiments, we found that EI“ 10% gives a good trade-off between search
cost and accuracy. We also tested other EI values in one experiment.
Alternative solutions: We compare CherryPick with the following strategies: (1)
Exhaustive search, which finds the best configuration by running all the configurations;
(2) Coordinate descent, which searches one coordinate – in order of CPU/RAM ratio
(which specifies the instance family type), CPU count, cluster size, disk type – at a
time (Section 2.2.3) from a randomly chosen starting point. The ordering of dimensions can also impact the result. It is unclear whether a combination of dimensions
and ordering exists that works best across all applications. Similar approaches have
been used for tuning configurations for Map Reduce jobs and web servers [42, 43].
(3) Random search with a budget, which randomly picks a number of configurations
given a search budget. Random search is used by previous configuration tuning works
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[44, 45].
Metrics: We compare CherryPick with alternative solutions using two metrics: (i)
the running cost of the configuration: the expense to run a job with the selected
configuration; (ii) the search cost: the expense to run all the sampled configurations.
All the reported numbers are normalized by the exhaustive search cost and running
cost across the clusters in Table 2.2.
We run CherryPick and random search 20 times with different seeds for starting
points. For the coordinate descent, we start from all the 66 possible starting configurations. We then show the 10th, median, and 90th percentile of the search cost
and running cost of CherryPick normalized by the optimal configuration reported by
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(b) Search cost

Figure 2.7: Comparing CherryPick with coordinate
descent. The bars show 10th and 90th percentile.
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exhaustive search.

Figure 2.8: Running cost
by CherryPick and random
search. The bars show 10th
and 90th percentile.

Effectiveness of CherryPick

CherryPick finds the optimal configuration in a high chance (45-90%) or a
near-optimal configuration with low search cost and time: Figure 2.7a shows
the median, 10th percentile, and 90th percentile of running time for the configuration
picked by CherryPick for each of the five workloads. CherryPick finds the exact optimal configuration with 45-90% chance, and finds a configuration within 5% of the
optimal configuration at the median. However, using exhaustive search requires 6-9
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times more search cost and 5-9.5 times more search time compared with CherryPick.
On AWS, which charges on an hourly basis, after running TeraSort 100 times, exhaustive search costs $581 with $49 for the remainder of the runs. While CherryPick
uses $73 for searching and $122 for the rest of the runs saving a total of $435.
In terms of accuracy, we find that that CherryPick has good accuracy across applications. On median, CherryPick finds an optimal configuration within 5% of the
optimal configuration. For TPC-DS, CherryPick finds a configuration within 20% of
the optimal in the 90th percentile; For TPC-H, the 90th percentile is 7% worse than
optimal configuration; Finally, for TeraSort, SparkReg, and SparkKm CherryPick’s
90th percentile configuration is 0%, 18%, 38% worse than the optimal respectively.
It is possible to change the EI of CherryPick to find even better configurations.
CherryPick is more stable in picking near-optimal configurations and has
less search cost than coordinate descent. Across applications, the median configuration suggested by coordinate descent is within 7% of the optimal configuration.
On the other hand, the tail of the configuration suggested by coordinate descent can
be far from optimal. For TPC-DS, TPC-H, and TeraSort, the tail configuration is
76%, 56%, and 78% worse than optimal, while using comparable or more search cost.
This is because coordinate descent can be misled by the result of the run. For example, for TPC-DS, C4 family type has the best performance. In our experiment,
if coordinate descent starts its search from a configuration with a large number of
machines, the C4 family fails to finish the job successfully due to the scheduler failing. Therefore, the C4 family is never considered in the later iterations of coordinate
descent runs. This leads coordinate descent to a suboptimal point that can be much
worse than the optimal configuration.
In contrast, CherryPick has stronger ability to navigate around these problems
because even when a run fails to finish on a candidate configuration, it uses Gaussian
process to model the global behavior of the function from the sampled configurations.
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Search Figure 2.11: Bayesian opt.
Comparing Figure 2.10:
cost
and
running
cost
of process for the best/worst
Ernest to cherrypick (TPCSparkKm with different EI configuration (TeraSort).
DS).
values.

Figure 2.9:

CherryPick reaches better configurations with more stability compared
with random search with similar budget: Figure 2.8 compares the running
cost of configurations suggested by CherryPick and random search with equal/2x/4x
search cost. With the same search cost, random search performs up to 25% worse
compared to CherryPick on the median and 45% on the tail.
With 4x cost, random search can find similar configurations to CherryPick on
the median. Although CherryPick may end up with different configurations with
different starting points, it consistently has a much higher stability of the running
cost compared to random search. CherryPick has a comparable stability to random
search with 4x budget, since random search with a 4x budget almost visits all the
configurations at least once.
CherryPick reaches configurations with similar running cost compared
with Ernest [17], but with lower search cost and time: It is hard to extend
Ernest to work with a variety of applications because it requires using a small representative dataset to build the model. For example, TPC-DS contains 99 queries on
24 tables, where each query touches a different set of tables. This makes it diﬀicult to
determine which set of tables should be sampled to build a representative small-scale
experiment. To overcome this we use the TPC-DS data generator and generate a
dataset with scale factor 2 (10% of target data size) and use that for training. We
then use Ernest to predict the best configuration for the target data size. Finally, we
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(a) SparkReg

(b) TPC-DS

Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

SparkReg
VM Type
# VMs
r3.2xlarge
10
r3.2xlarge
4
c4.xlarge
8
r3.large
32
i2.2xlarge
10
r3.2xlarge
14

TPC-DS
VM Type
# VMs
r3.2xlarge
10
r3.2xlarge
4
c4.xlarge
8
r3.large
32
r3.2xlarge
14
c4.2xlarge
4
m4.xlarge
28
m4.2xlarge
14
c4.2xlarge
10

(c) Search path for TPC-DS and SparkReg

Figure 2.12: Search path for TPC-DS and SparkReg
note that since Ernest builds a separate model for each instance type we repeat the
above process 11 times, once for each instance type.
Figure 2.9 shows that Ernest picks the best configuration for TPC-DS, the same
as CherryPick, but takes 11 times the search time and 3.8 times the search cost.
Although Ernest identifies the best configuration, its predicted running time is up to
5 times of the actual running time. This is because, unlike iterative ML workloads,
the TPC-DS performance model has a complex scaling behavior with input scale
and this is not captured by the linear model used in Ernest. Thus, once we set a
tighter performance constraint, Ernest suggests a configuration that is 2 times more
expensive than CherryPick with 2.8 times more search cost.
CherryPick can tune EI to trade-off between search cost and accuracy: The
error of the tail configuration for SparkKm as shown in Figure 2.7a can be as high as
38%. To get around this problem, the users can use lower values of EI to find better
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configurations. Figure 2.10 shows the running cost and search cost for different values
of EI. At EI ă 6%, CherryPick has much better accuracy, finding configurations that
at 90th percentile are within 18% of the optimal configuration. If we set EI ă 3%,
CherryPick suggests configurations that are within 1% of the optimal configuration
at 90th percentile resulting in a 26% increase in search cost.
This can be a knob where users of CherryPick can trade-off optimality for search
cost. For example, if users of CherryPick predict that the recurring job will be popular,
setting a low EI value can force CherryPick to look for better configurations more
carefully. This may result in larger savings over the lifetime of the job.

2.5.3

Why CherryPick works?

Previous performance prediction solutions require many training samples to improve
prediction accuracy. CherryPick spends the budget to improve the prediction accuracy of those configurations that are closer to the best. Figure 2.11 shows the means
and confidence intervals of the running cost for the best and worst configurations,
and how the numbers change during the process of Bayesian optimization. Initially,
both configurations have large confidence intervals. As the search progresses, the confidence interval for the best configuration narrows. In contrast, the estimated cost
for the worst configuration has a larger confidence interval and remains large. This is
because CherryPick focuses on improving the estimation for configurations that are
closer to the optimal.
Figure 2.13 shows CherryPick’s final estimation of the running time versus cluster
size. The real curve follows Amdahl’s law: (1) adding more VMs reduces the running
time; (2) at some point, adding more machines has diminishing returns due to the
sequential portion of the application. The real running time falls within the confidence
interval of CherryPick. Moreover, CherryPick has smaller confidence intervals for the
more promising region where the best configurations (those with more VMs) are
41
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Figure 2.13:

CherryPick
learns diminishing returns
of larger clusters (TPC-H,
c4.2xlarge VMs).
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Figure 2.14: Sensitivity to
workload size
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Figure 2.15:

CherryPick
works with time constraints
(TPC-H).

located. It does not bother to improve the estimation for configurations with fewer
VMs.
Even though CherryPick has minimal information about the application, it adapts
the search towards the features that are more important to the application. Figure
2.12 shows example search paths for TPC-DS and SparkReg from the same three
starting configurations. For SparkReg, CherryPick quickly identifies that clusters
with larger RAM (R3 instances) have better performance and redirects the search
towards such instances. In contrast, for TPC-DS, the last few steps suggest that
CherryPick has identified that CPU is more important, and therefore the exploration
is directed towards VMs with better CPUs (C4 instances). Figure 2.12 shows that
CherryPick directly searches more configurations with larger #cores for TPC-DS than
for SparkReg.

2.5.4

Handling workload changes

CherryPick depends on representative workloads. Thus, one concern is CherryPick’s
sensitivity to the variation of input workloads. In Figure 2.14, we keep the best
configuration for the original workload (100% input size) C100 and test the running
cost of the C100% on workloads with 50% to 150% of the original input size. For
TeraSort, we can continue to use C100% to achieve the optimal cost with different
input sizes. For SparkReg, C100% remains effective for smaller workloads. However,
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when the workload is increased by 25%, C100% can get to 260% the running cost of the
new best configuration (C125% ). This is because C100% does not have enough RAM
for SparkReg, which leads to more disk accesses.
Since input workloads usually vary in practice, CherryPick needs a good selection
of representative workloads For example, for SparkReg, we should choose a relatively
larger workload as the representative workload (e.g., choosing 125% gives you more
stability than choosing 100%). We will discuss more on how to select representative
workloads in Section 2.6.
When the difference between CherryPick’s estimation of the running cost and
the actual running cost is above a threshold, the user can rerun CherryPick. For
example, in Figure 2.14, suppose the user trains CherryPick with a 100% workload
for SparkReg. With a new workload at size 125%, when he sees the running cost
becomes 2x higher than expected, he can rerun CherryPick to build a new model for
the 125% workload.

2.5.5

Handling performance constraints

We also evaluate CherryPick with tighter performance constraints on the running
time (400 seconds to 1000 seconds) for TPC-H, as shown in Figure 2.15.
CherryPick consistently identifies near-optimal configuration (2-14% difference
with the optimal) with similar search cost to the version without constraints.

2.6 Discussion

Representative workloads: CherryPick relies on representative workloads to learn
and suggest a good cloud configuration for similar workloads. Two workloads are
similar if they operate on data with similar structures and sizes, and the computations
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on the data are similar. For example, for recurring jobs like parsing daily logs or
summarizing daily user data with the same SQL queries, we can select one day’s
workload to represent the following week or month, if in this period the user data
and the queries are not changing dramatically. Many previous works were built on
top of the similarity in recurring jobs [12, 13]. Picking a representative workload for
non-recurring jobs hard, and for now, CherryPick relies on human intuitions. An
automatic way to select representative workload is an interesting avenue for future
work.
The workload for recurring jobs can also change with time over a longer term.
CherryPick detects the need to recompute the cloud configuration when it finds large
gaps between estimated performance and real performance under the current configuration.
Larger search space: With the customizable virtual machines [16] and containers,
the number of configurations that users can run their applications on becomes even
larger. In theory, the large candidate number should not impact on the complexity of
CherryPick because the computation time is only related with the number of samples
rather than the number of candidates (BO works even in continuous input space).
However, in practice, it might impact the speed of computing the maximum point of
the acquisition function in BO because we cannot simply enumerate all of the candidates then. More eﬀicient methods, e.g. Monte Carlo simulations as used in [33], are
needed to find the maximum point of the acquisition function in an input-agnostic
way. Moreover, the computations of acquisition functions can be parallelized. Hence,
customized VM only has small impacts on the feasibility and scalability of CherryPick.
Choice of prior model: By choosing Gaussian Process as a prior, we assume that
the final function is a sample from Gaussian Process. Since Gaussian Process is
non-parametric, it is flexible enough to approach the actual function given enough
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data samples. The closer the actual function is to a Gaussian Process, the fewer the
data samples and searching we need. We admit that a better prior might be found
given some domain knowledge of specific applications, but it also means losing the
automatic adaptivity to a set of broader applications.
Although any conjugate distribution can be used as a prior in BO [46], we chose
Gaussian Process because it is widely accepted as a good surrogate model for BO
[19]. In addition, when the problem scale becomes large, Gaussian Process is the only
choice which is computationally tractable as known so far.

2.7 Related Work
Current practices in selecting cloud configurations Today, developers have to
select cloud configurations based on their own expertise and tuning. Cloud providers
only make high-level suggestions such as recommending I2 instances in EC2 for IO
intensive applications, e.g., Hadoop MapReduce. However, these suggestions are
not always accurate for all workloads. For example, for our TPC-H and TeraSort
applications on Hadoop MapReduce, I2 is not always the best instance family to
choose.
Google provides recommendation services [47] based on the monitoring of average
resource usage. It is useful for saving cost but is not clear how to adjust the resource
allocation (e.g. scaling down VMs vs. reducing the cluster size) to guarantee the
application performance.
Selecting cloud configurations for specific applications The closest work to us
is Ernest [17], which we have already compared in Section 2.1. We also have discussed
previous works and strawman solutions in Section 2.2 that mostly focus on predicting
application performance [21, 48, 17]. Bodik et al. [49] proposed a framework that
learns performance models of web applications with lightweight data collection from
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a production environment. It is not clear how to use such data collection technique
for modeling big data analytics jobs, but it is an interesting direction we want to
explore in the future.
Previous works [26, 50] leverage table based models to predict performance of
applications on storage devices. The key idea is to build tables based on input parameters and use interpolation between tables for prediction. However, building such
tables requires a large amount of data. While such data is available to data center
operators, it is out of reach for normal users. CherryPick works with a restricted
amount of data to get around this problem.
Tuning application configurations: There are several recent projects that have
looked at tuning application configurations within fixed cloud environments. Some of
them [21, 22, 51] propose to monitor resource usage in Hadoop framework and adjust
Hadoop configurations to improve the application performance. Others search for the
best configurations using random search [21] or local search [42, 43]. Compared to
Hadoop configuration, cloud configurations have a smaller search space but a higher
cost of trying out a configuration (both the expense and the time to start a new cluster). Thus we find Bayesian optimization a better fit for our problem. CherryPick is
complementary to these works and can work with any application configurations.
Online scheduler of applications: Paragon [52] and Quasar [53] are online schedulers that leverage historical performance data from scheduled applications to quickly
classify any new incoming application, assign the application proper resources in a
datacenter, and reduce interferences among different applications. They also rely on
online adjustments of resource allocations to correct mistakes in the modeling phase.
The methodology cannot be directly used in CherryPick’s scenarios because usually,
users do not have historical data, and online adjustment (e.g., changing VM types
and cluster sizes) is slow and disruptive to big data analytics. Containers allow online
adjustment of system resources, so it might be worth revisiting these Approaches.
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Parameter tuning with BO: Bayesian Optimization is also used in searching optimal Deep Neural Network configurations for specific Deep Learning workloads [54, 19]
and tuning system parameters [55]. CherryPick is a parallel work which searches cloud
configurations for big data analytics.

2.8 Conclusion
We present CherryPick, a service that selects near-optimal cloud configurations with
high accuracy and low overhead. CherryPick adaptively and automatically builds
performance models for specific applications and cloud configurations that are just
accurate enough to distinguish the optimal or a near-optimal configuration from the
rest. Our experiments on Amazon EC2 with 5 widely used benchmark workloads
show that CherryPick selects optimal or near-optimal configurations with much lower
search cost than existing solutions.
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Chapter 3
Janus: Searching for optimal deployment
plans in data centers
Data center networks evolve as they serve customer traﬀic. When applying network
changes, operators risk impacting customer traﬀic because the network operates at
reduced capacity and is more vulnerable to failures and traﬀic variations. The impact
on customer traﬀic ultimately translates to operator cost (e.g., refunds to customers).
However, planning a network change while minimizing the risks is challenging as
we need to adapt to a variety of traﬀic dynamics, cost functions, and operator and
geo-related constraints while scaling to large networks and large changes. Today,
operators often use plans that maximize the residual capacity (MRC), which often
incurs a high cost under different traﬀic dynamics. Instead, we propose Janus, which
searches the large planning space by leveraging the high degree of symmetry in data
center networks. Our evaluation on large Clos networks and Facebook traﬀic traces
shows that Janus generates plans in real-time only needing 33~71% of the cost of
MRC planners while adapting to a variety of settings.
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3.1 Introduction
Data center networks are evolving fast to keep up with traﬀic doubling every year
[8, 56] and frequent rollouts of new applications. They continuously change both
hardware and software to scale out and add new features. These changes include
repairs such as firmware security patches and upgrades such as addition of new features to switch hardware or software. Such changes are even more common in recent
years with the adoption of software-defined networking [57, 58, 59] and programmable
switches [60, 61, 62].
Changes come with an inherent risk of impacting customers and their traﬀic:
operators have to apply network changes while upholding high availability and good
performance—draining the entire data center before applying changes is too costly
(typically measured through SLAs). When a change is taking place, the network
operates at reduced capacity and has less headroom for handling traﬀic variations
and failures [63, 64]. Google reports that 68% of failures occur during the network
changes [63]. There are also other risks due to delayed changes and bugs in the change
itself (§3.2.1).
A risk is the likelihood of any event impacting customer traﬀic. These events
result in a violation of service-level objectives (SLOs) and hurt operator income. For
example, Amazon refunds 30% of credits to customers experiencing less than 90%
uptime. Thus, reducing risk is critical for all operators, but it also requires investment
and is not cheap. Operators can reduce risk by overprovisioning the network [64]: with
enough capacity, the network has headroom to absorb traﬀic variations and failures
during network changes seamlessly, but this comes at a high CAPEX and OPEX cost.
There is a fundamental tradeoff between risk tolerance and cost: operators can
choose to pay more, upfront, by overprovisioning to keep network utilization and risk
low; or run the network at high utilization and accept a moderate risk of impacting
customer traﬀic. Each data center operator can choose its operating point based on
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their budget for network resources and penalties associated with SLO violations.
Given an operating point (i.e., the level of capacity overprovisioning), operators
have to make decisions on when and how to apply changes in a way that minimizes
the expected cost of risks. However, planning a network change is challenging because
it has to meet two goals:
Adaptivity:

The best change plan depends on (1) Temporal and spatial traﬀic

dynamics influence the expected risk of a plan. A safe plan now could be unsafe one
hour later when traﬀic volumes are high (temporal dynamics). Similarly, whether
we can apply a change to a core switch depends on the intra-pod and inter-pod traffic (spatial dynamics). (2) Cost functions which are the penalties operators incur
when customers’ traﬀic is affected in the network. The penalty depends on the customer/cloud agreements, and it is often defined based on the type of service [65, 66]
(see examples in §3.2.1). (3) Other factors also need to be taken into account, e.g.,
failures, the topology, and routing (see §3.2.2).
Today, most operators use capacity-based planning. For example, Google [8, 63]
divides the switches involved in a change into equal-sized sets and applies the change
sequentially to maximize the residual capacity during the change. This approach is
simple and scalable, but it does not adapt to traﬀic dynamics or failures, and it often
results in higher penalties such as increased cost (see §3.2.2). Therefore, new solutions
are needed that can adapt to such changes.
Scalability:

Finding a plan for a change is not easy: the space of possible plans

is super-exponentially large (§3.2.1). For example, there are 3.4 ˆ 101213 plans for
upgrading 500 switches. Brute force search of the entire space is not scalable. We
often need to plan changes in real-time (as plans become obsolete after long durations
due to changes in traﬀic variations and failures) and therefore, there is a need for a
system that can search the space of possible plans eﬀiciently to find the best possible
plan. We build Janus to do exactly that.
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Janus is a change planner that leverages the inherent symmetry of data center
networks to search for the best plan in a large planning space. Janus has the following
key ideas:
Find blocks of equivalent switches: Given topology and routing, Janus identifies
blocks of switches that connect to the same set of other switches (i.e., switches in one
block are interchangeable). Within a block, we do not need to decide which individual
switches to change at any given time, but rather how many switches to change (§3.3.1).
Find equivalent subplans:

Some subplans include switches in different blocks

but have the same impact on customer traﬀic under all traﬀic settings (§3.3.2). We
leverage graph automorphism to identify these equivalent subplans.
Scale cost estimation: We run flow-level Monte-Carlo simulations to estimate the
impact of each subplan on customer traﬀic (for various risk factors) and compute its
cost. To speed up simulations, we build quotiented network graphs, a compressed representation of a data center network while ensuring its estimation accuracy (§3.3.3).
Account for failures:

Data centers have frequent failures that lower network

capacity and impact customers. It is challenging to estimate the impact of a change
due to the sheer number of failure scenarios that need to be taken into account.
We introduce the notion of equivalence failure classes similar to equivalent subplans
(§3.3.4).
We evaluate Janus on large-scale Clos topologies [8] and Facebook traﬀic traces
[56]. Our evaluation shows that Janus only needs 33~71% of the cost compared
to current best practice approaches and can adjust to a variety of network change
policies such as different cost functions and different deadlines. Janus generates plans
in real-time: it only takes 8.75 seconds on 20 cores to plan a change on 864 switches
in a Jupiter-size [8] network (61K hosts and 2400 switches).
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3.2 Challenges and key ideas
In this section, we formulate the network change planning problem. We use examples
to discuss strawmans (maximum residual capacity planners) and their limitations.
We then summarize Janus’s design addressing these limitations.

3.2.1

Risk assessment for network changes

We focus on planned network changes (such as upgrading switch firmware or replacing
faulty links and switches) where operators can reliably prepare ahead of time. Such
changes are typically at a larger scale and require more time than unplanned changes—
ones that are in reaction to unexpected failures (e.g., mitigating a fault).
Risk assessment is critical for planning such changes: these changes reduce the
residual network capacity and leave less headroom for dealing with unexpected events—
such as traﬀic variations, concurrent failures, and failed changes.
To plan a network change, we consider operator specified risks and probabilities
and estimate their impact on customers and the corresponding penalty to operators
(i.e., cost). We choose a plan that minimizes the expected cost —operators can choose
to minimize other metrics such as 99th percentile to be more resilient to the worst-case
events. The steps involved are as follows:
Operator specifies risks and probabilities: Janus relies on operators to provide
the types of risks and their probabilities. Some risks are easier to estimate than
others; for example, operators keep historical failures of devices, which makes it easy
to determine the risk of failures for network devices [63, 67, 68]. Operators also
keep historical traﬀic matrices [69], which we can use to estimate the risk of traﬀic
variations. However, there are other risks which are harder to measure, for example,
the risk of losing customers during downtimes, the impact of downtimes during high
profile events such as Black Friday, or the risk of delaying a pushing a security upgrade.
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We posit that even though we cannot measure the impact of these risks accurately,
allowing operators to express such types of risks (with estimates or best guesses)
allows for better planning decisions.
We refer readers to site reliability engineering (SRE) books, blog posts, and talks
[70, 71, 72] for more detail on techniques to estimate risks. Improving these techniques
is a research topic in and of itself and is out of scope for this chapter.
Estimating the impact on customer traﬀic:

We next estimate the impact

of these risks on customer traﬀic during network changes. We measure impact by
counting the percentage of ToR pairs experiencing packet loss (similar to prior work
[69, 73]). We consider ToR pairs (as opposed to host pairs) to reduce the traﬀic matrix
size while preserving the traﬀic dynamics inside the network [69]. We use packet loss
as our measure of impact as it is an important customer experience indicator [73].
Our solution can be extended to support cost functions defined on throughput and
latency.
The impact is a random variable that depends on the probabilities of traﬀic matrices and risks. We run Monte Carlo simulations to estimate the impact under various
traﬀic matrices and risks. For example, we model concurrent failures by enumerating
failure scenarios and their probabilities. Under each failure scenario, the network has
a lower capacity (removing all the switches that fail in this scenario). We simulate
and measure the impact on customer traﬀic.
Assessing the cost to operators:

Customer impact ultimately translates to

operator cost because cloud providers have to refund customers for missing any servicelevel agreements (SLAs). These functions are often staged: For example, Amazon
uses a staged function for refunding credits for availability violations: it provides
10% refund between 99.99% and 99.0% uptime, 30% refund for anything below 99.0%
uptime [66]. Similarly, Azure provides its own version: 10% refund between 99.99%99.0% uptime, 25% refund for 95%-99%, and 100% for anything below [65]. These
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functions may differ depending on the type of service [65, 66] and customer settings
(e.g., enterprise agreements [11]). For example, operators may want to assign a higher
penalty when interrupting critical systems, such as lock services that many other
systems depend on, than interrupting background jobs (e.g., log analysis systems).
Similar to customer impact, the cost is also a random variable given various risk
probabilities.
The change planning problem: We define a network change as a set of operations
on switches or links. When applying each operation, we move traﬀic away from the
associated switch or link (drain), apply the operation, and move traﬀic back (undrain).
A plan of execution is a partitioning of changes into subsets where changes in each
subset run concurrently. We refer to each subset of changes in a plan of execution
as a subplan. Given a plan, we compute the cost as the sum of the cost of all the
subplans (i.e., steps).
Janus searches for the best plan that minimizes the expected cost1 given an
operator-specified deadline. Operators set deadlines to ensure bug fixes and feature
updates are done in a timely fashion. Operators may also set other planning constraints (e.g., plan cable replacement according to the technician’s work hours) and
tie-breaker policies for plans with equal cost (e.g., select the plan that finishes faster
when multiple plans have equal cost).
Janus tunes the plan in response to traﬀic variations, failures, and other sources of
risks. When the risk of continuing a change is too high, operators can opt to rollback
the change.

3.2.2

Challenges

Given a deadline for applying a change, operators follow rules of thumb that guides
them to devise a plan. For example, Google [8, 63] uses a capacity-based planner
1

We can also minimize other statistics such as 90th percentile.
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Figure 3.1: No upgrades.

Figure 3.2: Upgrading C1 (no congestion)
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Figure 3.5: The impact of different subplans. ToR to aggregate links are 40Gbps and
aggregate to core links are 10Gbps. The traﬀic from T1s to T2s is 4500 Mbps; other traﬀic
to T2s are 6*7500= 45000 Mbps. The change task is to upgrade A1, A2, and C1 (yellow
circles); Grey circles are switches under changes. The network runs ECMP: numbers on
each link indicates the traﬀic on the link.

that at every step changes an equal number of aggregate switches in each pod and
an equal number of core switches, which leaves an equal amount of residual capacity
at each step. Such rules of thumb typically aim to maximize the minimum residual
capacity during the change on the operator’s network.
Without having additional information about when, where, or how badly traﬀic
variations and failures happen, planners that maximize the minimum residual capacity
(MRC planners) are the best planners for absorbing the impact of worst-case events
in the network.
However, in data centers, operators continuously monitor traﬀic variations and
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failures [8, 56]. This means we have an opportunity to do much better than MRC if
we consider these factors when planning network changes. We use a few examples to
discuss MRC’s limitations and where there is an opportunity to improve.
Say we want to upgrade switches A1, A2, C1 in Fig. 3.5. Given a deadline of
2 steps, an MRC planner may upgrade switches A1, C1 and then A2. This plan
ensures the minimum ToR capacity to any other ToR is

2
3

of its original capacity.2

However, we show that this plan has more cost than alternative plans under some
traﬀic settings and cost functions.
Plan choices depend on spatial traﬀic distribution. Consider that traﬀic from
T1s and T2s is 4.5 Gbps, and traﬀic from the rest of the network to the T2s is 45
Gbps. The MRC plan of upgrading A1 and C1 in the first step causes congestion
at links between C3/C4/C5/C6 and A4/A5/A6 (Fig. 3.5(d)). Instead, if we upgrade
two aggregate switches (A1, A2) and then C1, there is no congestion (Fig. 3.5(c)).
Plan choices depend on temporal traﬀic dynamics. Let us consider a different
scenario where the steady-state traﬀic between the T1s to T2s is for the majority of the
time around 10 Gbps and the rest of the network to T2s is on average 45 Gbps. Say
when we start the upgrade task, the current traﬀic between the T1s to T2s becomes
4.5 Gbps. MRC, which upgrades A1 and C1, still causes congestion. However, if we
know about the temporal traﬀic changes (i.e., the steady-state is 10Gbps), we can
choose to upgrade C1 now and upgrade A1 and A2 after. Delaying upgrading C1
to later means we may never have the chance to upgrade it safely later because of
steady-state traﬀic dynamics.
Plan choices depend on cost functions. The cost function further complicates
change planning. Suppose based on the current traﬀic dynamics, the probabilities
of impacting traﬀic for different subplans are summarized in Table 3.3. Inspired by
2

Other plans leave less residual capacity: Upgrading A2 and C1 first (and then A1) reduces the
capacity of ToRs in the first pod (T1s) to ToRs in the second pod (T2) by 50%. Similarly, upgrading
A1 and A2 reduces the network capacity for ToRs in pod one to one-third.
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uptime
<95%
<95%
<95%

Staged-1
Staged-2
Staged-3

refund
100%
50%
100%

uptime
<99%
<99%
<99%

refund
25%
25%
30%

uptime
<99.95%
<99.99%
<99.99%

refund
10%
10%
10%

Table 3.1: Example staged cost functions from cloud providers
Cost function
log
linear
quad
exp

Formula
Cp100 ln p637x ` 1qq
Cp50000xqq
Cpp4200xq2 qq
Cp100pe277x ´ 1qq

Cost at 99.95%
20
20
0
10

99.90%
40
50
10
30

99.75%
90
100
100
100

Table 3.2: Cost functions for purely mathematical functions where C clamps the output
between 0 and 100.
Subplan
%ToR pairs

C1
0.1%

A1
0.1%

A2
0.1%

C1, A1
0.2%

C1, A2
2%

A1, A2
2%

C1, A1, A2
4%

Table 3.3: An example of different subplans impacting different percentage of ToR pairs.
clouds today, we define three types of staged cost functions in Table 3.1. For Staged-3
function, the optimal plan choice is to upgrade A1, A2, and C1 in three steps and
sequentially (cost of 10`10`10 “ 30). However, for Staged-1, the optimal plan choice
is to upgrade A1, A2, C1 concurrently (cost of 25). If Staged-1 returned 35 instead
of 25, then the plan choice would have been the same as Staged-3. Alternatively, if
we were upgrading 4 switches (instead of 3), each upgrade incurring 10 units of cost,
then the best plan would be to upgrade all switches concurrently.
Other factors that impact the plan choice. The best plan also depends on other
factors: topology, failures, and routing. In a Fat-tree topology, we need to be careful
about the aggregate core connectivity [74] but not in a Clos topology (where each
aggregate has the same set of connections). The best plan also depends on failures: if
switches in a given pod have higher failure rates than other pods (e.g., because they
are from different vendors), we have to apply their changes more carefully. Finally,
different data centers employ different routing algorithms which react to failures and
traﬀic variations differently [75, 8].
Key challenge: In summary, the plan choice depends on factors such as spatiotem57

poral traﬀic dynamics, cost functions, topology, routing, and failures. Such diversity
makes it challenging to find a heuristic that works for all cases.
We could search for all possible plans, but there are many possible plans for
upgrading n switches: the number of possible k-step plans is the number of ways
we can divide n switches into k subsets (i.e., Stirling number S(n,k)) where 1 ď
ř
k ď n). Therefore, the number of plans grows super-exponentially ( nk“1 k!Spn, kq «
n!
q). For example, for a change involving 500 switches, we have more than
Op logn`1
2
e

3.4 ˆ 101213 plans. Even by exploiting the high degree of symmetry in data center
topologies, the number of plans still remains prohibitively large. The same upgrade
task (for 500 switches) in Jupiter topology [8] has more than 2120 plan realizations—
this is true even after we eliminate plans that violate operator specified constraints.
The problem is exacerbated when we consider traﬀic dynamics and failures, forcing
us to make planning decisions in real-time and in response to in-network events. The
planning decisions should be faster than the operation time (or by the time we can
apply the plans they are obsolete). Since many network operations, especially ones
on switches, take minutes [76], the planning time itself should be in seconds.
In summary, Janus has to be adaptive and support a variety of constraints, scalable
and work with the largest data centers, and fast so that it can select plans in real-time.

3.2.3

Janus’s key ideas

Given a set of switches (or links) involved in a network change, the plan navigator
builds a repository of candidate plans (i.e., an ordered set of subplans) based on operator specified constraints. Janus continuously monitors traﬀic dynamics, evaluates
the cost of plans using a simulator, and selects a plan with the minimum cost. After
each subplan (step) finishes, Janus adjusts the plans for the remainder of the change
based on traﬀic changes and failures.
Our key idea is to leverage the high degree of symmetry in data centers to navigate
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the large planning space in real-time. We show how we use network automorphism
using an example topology in Fig. 3.6:
Block C

Block 1

Block 2

Block N

Figure 3.6: Janus decomposes network graphs into blocks
Identifying blocks of equivalent switches: We first identify switches that have
the same connectivity and routing tables and group them into blocks. Switches in each
block are, for all traﬀic purposes, indistinguishable (§3.3.2). Therefore, a subplan
operating on a block needs to only care about the number of switches and not which
switches it is changing. Fig. 3.6 shows several core and aggregate blocks. Given n
blocks, we can describe a subplan as a tuple of n numbers ă b1 , ...bn ą where the
ith index is the number of steps for upgrading the ith block. Operators can further
reduce this space by taking similar actions on different blocks, i.e., merge two blocks
to build superblocks (§3.3.1).
Identifying equivalent subplans using graph automorphism: For most data
center networks, the number of blocks is large and so is the number of subplans. However, many subplans, even on different blocks, have the same impact on customers.
For example, in Fig. 3.5, upgrading A1, C1 is equivalent to upgrading A2, C3 even
though A1 and A2 are in different blocks. Network automorphisms can identify such
equivalent subplans. Equivalent subplans speed up planning by confining risk simulations to unique subplans (§3.3.1).
Estimating the cost of subplans with scalable Monte Carlo simulations: We
run Monte Carlo simulations on all possible traﬀic matrices during the network change.
We discuss how we predict future possible traﬀic matrices and handle prediction errors
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Figure 3.7: Janus’s Design
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Figure 3.8: Example of quotient graphs for FatTree topology.
in §3.3.3. For each traﬀic matrix and its probabilities, we run flow-level simulations
to estimate its risk of impacting customer traﬀic and the corresponding costs. We
then compute the expected cost under all scenarios.
Monte Carlo simulation on many different TMs take a long time, e.g., the simulation for a single TM takes minutes even for a modest size data center with 600
switches (a relatively small data center) on a single core (§3.5.3). To reduce simulation time, we leverage network symmetry to simulate flows on a quotient graph
instead of the original topology but ensure the estimated risk remains the same (See
§3.3.3).
Failure equivalence:

To estimate the cost of a large number of failure scenarios,

we introduce failure equivalence classes similar to equivalent subplans. Data centers
typically use a fail-stop model to deal with failures. This makes failures similar to
subplans as they both bring down a set of switches, links, or line cards. We thus can
model failures as subplans taking down the failed elements for a change task.
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show forwarding decisions at each switch for a rule matching
destination (Dst).

tions for finding equivalent
subplans

3.3 Janus Design
Janus has to adapt to a variety of conditions (e.g., traﬀic dynamics, failures, and cost
functions) and scale to large networks and large changes. For that, Janus leverages
the high degree of symmetry in data center topologies to search the large planning
space. Fig. 3.7 shows the four key components in Janus: (1) Given the topology
and routing information, Janus starts by identifying blocks of equivalent switches; (2)
Janus then identifies equivalent subplans across blocks; (3) Janus runs Monte-Carlo
simulations using quotient networks to estimate the impact and cost of each subplan
and selects plans accordingly; (4) To estimate the impact of failures, we identify
equivalent classes of failures in the same way as equivalent subplans.

3.3.1

Identifying blocks of equivalent switches

Given topology and routing information, we group switches connecting to the same
hosts and have the same routing table into blocks. There are many such blocks in
data centers today (Fig. 3.6). A block is fully specified by two values: a switch and
the number of such switches in that block. Operators can then granulate the number
of steps it takes to upgrade switches in a block, e.g.,

i
k

with 0 ď i ď k of switches

in each block. Blocks are a good representation because they are high level enough
for operators to understand and are succinct enough for planning purposes—we only
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need to know a switch in that block and the number of such switches.
Operators can further make the planning space coarser by collapsing multiple
blocks into one and using the same steps to upgrade them. We call these groupings
superblocks. The intuition behind superblocks is that in large data center networks,
there is enough path diversity and redundancy that many close plans have a similar
impact on traﬀic. For example, for two pods with 20 aggregate switches, upgrading 3
switches in pod 1 and 4 switches in pod 2 versus upgrading 4 switches in both pods
are practically similar from the residual capacity standpoint. Therefore, instead of
searching in the exact planning space, we can search in a coarse-grained planning
space with superblocks.
There are many ways to group blocks into superblocks. For example, they can
build superblocks based on communication patterns, so that they upgrade two blocks
talking with each other as one entity; or by spreading blocks with high traﬀic across
different super blocks—so that two blocks with high traﬀic have the opportunity of
being upgraded separately; or in its simplest form group blocks based on the type
of switches, e.g., upgrade all aggregate blocks together and upgrade all core blocks
together.

3.3.2

Finding equivalent subplans

The most computationally intensive part of planning is estimating the impact of
subplans on large scale topologies. The saving grace here is that many subplans have
an equal impact under all settings. If we had an automated way of identifying such
subplans, we then would only need to simulate for each unique class of subplans.
However, checking the equivalence of two subplans is not straightforward because
of topological and routing complexities (§3.2.2). Here, we formalize the notion of
subplan equivalence and discuss how we can eﬀiciently find such subplans.
Definition 3.3.1 (Subplan Equivalence). We define two subplans s1 and s2 to
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be equivalent in a network N , when a renaming function f exists that satisfies three
properties:
1. P1: Equivalent topologies. f maps switches in GN {s1 (i.e., the topology after
removing switches in the subplan s1 ) and GN {s2 , where for each link pA, Bq, for
switches A and B in GN {s1 , there exists a matching link, (f pAq,f pBq), in GN {s2
with the same capacity.
2. P2: Equivalent traﬀic matrices. The traﬀic volume between ToRs pA, Bq in s1 is
the same as the traﬀic volume between pf pAq, f pBqq in s2 .
3. P3: Equivalent routing. For a routing algorithm that makes forwarding decisions
based on the topology in P1 and the traﬀic matrix in P2, all the forwarding tables
in N {s1 and N {s2 are equivalent. That is, for switch S P N {s1 and f pSq P N {s2 we
have: for the ith rule on switch S of the form (src, dst, action) there exists an ith rule
(f psrcq, f pdstq, fA pactionq) on switch f pAq in N {s2 , where action is a set of (nexthop, weight) tuples, and fA pactionq “ tpf pnexthopq, weightq|pnexthop, weightq P
actionu.
For example, in Fig. 3.9, using this definition, a subplan, s1 , that updates C1 and
a subplan, s2 , that updates C4 are equivalent. To show this, consider the renaming
function, f , shown in the table of the same figure. Using this function, the topologies
in N {s1 after removing C1 and N {s2 after removing C4 are equivalent (i.e., isomorphic), because we can map {C2 Ñ C3, C3 Ñ C1, C4 Ñ C2, A1 Ñ A2, A2 Ñ A1, A7
Ñ A8, A8 Ñ A7, …}. Similarly, since the traﬀic sources T1, T2, . . ., T7, T8 map to
themselves, their flows remain intact and the flow volumes between the pairs remain
the same. If we use a routing algorithm that makes forwarding decisions based on P1
and P2, then P3 is also satisfied.
Many routing algorithms are equivalent, i.e., they match P3. For example, ECMP
shortest path routing only uses topology information to devise multiple shortest paths
between pairs of hosts. Similarly, WCMP matches P3 because its routing decisions
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only depend on the topology. It is possible to extend this definition to other routing
algorithms that rely on switch configurations, such as BGP, by defining an equivalence
between the switch configurations.
Theorem 3.3.1. If traﬀic forwarding only uses the topology, traﬀic, and routing as
defined in Definition 3.3.1, two equivalent subplans have the same impact under all
traﬀic scenarios.
Proof sketch: P1, P2, and P3 guarantee that traﬀic between two ToRs traverses in
the same exact manner throughout the network and thus sees the same impact during
the execution of the two equivalent subplans: we can find a bisimulation between the
two subplan networks (see §3.3.2).
Subplan equivalence with graph automorphism. A naive approach to finding
equivalent subplans may enumerate all the subplans and do a pairwise equivalence
check. However, this takes too much time. Instead, we focus on finding equivalence
classes of subplans: if we find a renaming function for the network that preserves
P1, P2, and P3 before applying a subplan, we could rename the network first. The
subplan lacks enough information to tell the difference between the original and the
renamed network. Thus, we can apply the subplan on the renamed network, and in
the process make it change a different set of switches. For example, in Fig. 3.9, if we
rename C1 to C4 and C4 to C1, a subplan that operated on C1 now can also operate
on the renaming of C1, that is C4. Concretely:
Theorem 3.3.2 (Network Automorphism). For a subplan, s, and a renaming function, f , that maps network N onto itself, if f preserves properties P1, P2, and P3,
the two subplans s and f ¨ s (the subplan after applying the renaming function to its
elements) are equivalent.
Proof sketch: By finding a renaming f that preserves P1, P2, and P3 for the
network, N , we guarantee we can find a renaming function between N {s and pf ¨N q{s.
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Similarly, we can also prove that a renaming function between N {pf ¨ sq and pf ¨ N q{s
exists. Therefore, N {pf ¨ sq and N {s are equivalent (see appendix for proof §3.3.2).
For example, consider the renaming function f in Fig. 3.9 where f , maps {C1 Ñ
C4, C2 Ñ C3, C3 Ñ C2, C4 Ñ C1, A1 Ñ A2, …, A7 Ñ A8, T1 Ñ T1, …, T8 Ñ T8}.
The two subplans pf ¨ N q{s and N {s are equivalent under the renaming function f ,
because they preserve P1, P2, P3. Similarly, the two subplans pf ¨ N q{s and N {pf ¨ sq
are equivalent under the identity function, which indeed preserves P1, P2, and P3.
Therefore, N {pf ¨ sq ” N {s.
The theorem shows that using the set of renaming functions for a network N , we
can generate many subplans equivalent to any other given subplan.
Given a set of renaming functions and a set of subplans, we can use the renaming
functions to partition the subplans into equivalence classes. We observe the set of
renaming functions forms a permutation group (it has identity, inverse, associativity,
and closure properties). Using this group, we define a group action on our subplans:
G¨s “ ttf ¨v|v P su|f P Gu where G is the group of renaming functions, s is a subplan,
v is a switch in the subplan, and f is a renaming function. This action preserves the
basic properties of group actions: compatibility and identity. Group actions partition
the set they act on—by using the group action, we can partition the subplan set to
find equivalence classes of subplans.
For example, Fig. 3.10 shows three renaming functions for a k=4 FatTree. The
three functions are: {f1: (C1 C2), f2: (C3 C4), f3: (C1 C3)(C2 C4)(A1 A2)(A3 A4)}.
We can use the three renaming functions f1, f2, and f3, subplan {C1} is equivalent to
subplan f1¨{C1} = {f1¨C1} = {(C1 C2)¨C1} = {C2}, f3¨{C1} = {C3}, and f3f2¨{C1}
= {C4}. Similarly, a subplan s2 = {A1, C2} is equivalent to f1¨s2 = {A1, C1}, f3¨s2
= {A2, C3} and f3f2¨s2 = {A2, C4} but not to {A2, C1}. This is because no possible
combination of generators renames A1 to A2 only.
Encoding for graph automorphism engines.
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We can use a graph automor-

phism engine to find the renaming group that preserves P1, P2, and P3. Graph automorphism engines typically find automorphism groups of vertex-colored graphs—a
vertex-colored graph is a graph where a coloring function, C, assigns colors to nodes.
The automorphism engine guarantees the permutation of the nodes respects the coloring: we can only permute nodes that have the same color. We can define colors in
a way that two nodes have the same color when they satisfy properties P1, P2, P3.
We define a label tuple for each node with one label per property in Theorem 3.3.1.
Two nodes are permutable, if their labels exactly match, i.e., all the properties of
Theorem 3.3.1 hold. To build the labels:
For P1, take the topology as an input to the graph automorphism engine. To
encode each links’ bandwidth, we assign a unique label per unique link capacity to
each edge, e.g., if the data center topology uses 40G and 100G links, we use two
unique labels to describe each link.
For P2, we assign a unique label to each traﬀic source. This coloring ensures
that for every pair of traﬀic source, (A, B), there exists a pair, (f(A), f(B)), in the
renamed network—the number of unique colored pairs matches the number of cells in
the traﬀic matrix. If two traﬀic sources see similar traﬀic, we can allow the coloring
to rename them by using the same labels. This ensures that each pair in the network
has a unique traﬀic label assigned to it.
As P3 depends on P1 and P2, and we already label those properties, the same
labels can be used for P3.
After labeling, we assign a unique color to each unique label. The number of
unique colors is equal to the number of unique label tuples in the network. It is true:
no polynomial algorithms are known for the general case of graph automorphism,
but many polynomial-time algorithms exist for special cases of this problem [77].
In particular, we found Nauty [78] can find the automorphism groups of a large
data center with 2,400 switches in 6.25 seconds (§3.5.3), which matches the real-time
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requirements of planning—we observed similar computation times for expanders [79],
fat-tree [75], and bCube [80] topologies.
Proof for the subplan equivalence theory:
Here we show a formal proof of the subplan equivalence theory. We define a model to
capture the states for a flow level simulation of the network.This allows us to refine
the operational semantics of other algorithms on top of the network state for various
purposes. For example, the semantics could use proportional fairness or max-min
fairness.
Definition Network: We define a network as a tuple pG, R, Sq where:
P1) G “ pV, Eq is a graph specifying the network topology. V is the set of nodes
and E : V ˆ V Ñ R is a function specifying which nodes are connected together and
what is the capacity of the edge.
P2) R is a function assigning rules to nodes:

R : V Ñ R˚ where R “ tpsrc, dst, t, actionq | in, out P V,
t is packet specific test conditionu

We refer to the ith rule as Rv,i ; t describes packet testing conditions not captured
in the form of source or destination nodes, e.g., protocol or port; and action is one
of drop or fwd P where P Ă pV ˆ Rq. P specifies the portion of traﬀic that goes
through a specific port.
P3) S is a partial function specifying the traﬀic sent from the end-hosts: S :
V ˆ V á T. Where u actively generates traﬀic towards v, Spu, vq describes that
traﬀic in terms of a model-specific encoding T.
Definition Network Isomorphism: We say two networks are equivalent up to
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isomorphism if there is a vertex renaming function (bijection) that permutes the nodes
between the two networks while preserving the G, R, S relations. More concretely, two
networks, N » N 1 are isomorphic if DπV : V ÐÑ V 1 where G »π G1 , R »π R1 , S »π S 1 .
For a renaming function πV :
1) G and G1 are isomorphic when:

Epv1, v2q “ E 1 pπV pv1q, πV pv2qq

2) R and R1 are isomorphic when:

Ri “ pv, tq ô Ri1 “ pπV pvq, πT ptqqwhere:
πT ptq “ pπV pv1q, πV pv2q, t, πA paqq
$
’
’
&drop,
if a “ drop
πA paq “
’
’
%fwd tπV pvq|@v P portsu, if a “ fwd ports
3) S and S 1 are isomorphic when: @u, v P V : Spu, vq “ πT pS 1 pπV puq, πV pvqqq
where πT permutes the nodes encoded in the traﬀic using πV .
Definition Isomorphic network function: A network-isomorphic-invariant function F : N Ñ T is a function that does not use identifying information for the nodes.
That is, F is invariant under network isomorphisms if N » N 1 ñ F pN q “ F pN 1 q for
all networks N, N 1 .
Theorem A.1: A network-isomorphic-invariant function, F , outputs the same
value for two isomorphic networks, N, N 1 , that is: F pN q “ F pN 1 q.
Proof: The proof is given by the definition of F .
Theorem A.2: Max-min fairness is agnostic under network isomorphism.
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Proof: Max-min fairness is solving the following equation:

maximize

ÿ

s.t.

ÿ

U pxi q

i

Rli xi ď cl

variablesxi ě 0

i

Where, xi is the rate allocation between two nodes. cl is the capacity of the link l.
And Rli is the routing on the links. Rli is one when flow i goes through link l and
zero otherwise.
By using P1 and P2, we guarantee that the set of equations that we write for maxmin fairness are the same between the two networks. We know that the output of
max-min fairness is unique. Therefore, an arbitrary renaming of the variables names
does not impact the optimization result. Therefore, since the two sets of equations
between the two networks are only different in the name of the variables and since
the result is unique, we can conclude that max-min fairness is network-isomorphic
invariant.

Network Automorphism
Theorem 3.3.3 (Network Automorphism). For a subplan, s, and a renaming function, f , that maps network N onto itself, if f preserves properties P1, P2, and P3,
the two subplans s and f ¨ s (the subplan after applying the renaming function to its
elements) are equivalent.
Proof: To prove this it is enough to show that a renaming function between the
two networks exist. We prove this in two parts: First, we prove that pf ¨ N q{s is
equivalent to N {pf ¨ sq. Second, We then prove that pf ¨ N q{s is equivalent to N {s.
Finally, we conclude that N {pf ¨ sq ” N {s.
To prove the first part, we use the identity function as the renaming function.
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First, it is easy to verify that the two graphs are isomorphic, that is, for every switch
A P pf ¨ N q{s there exists a switch with the same name A P N {pf ¨ sq. Similarly, for
every link, between two switches in one network, we can find a similar link in the
other network. Therefore, P1 is true.
For P2, since a subplan does not impact traﬀic sources, we know that for every
traﬀic source in one graph, there exists a traﬀic source in the other graph. And
therefore, the traﬀic between the two has not changes.
P3 is true given that we have proved P1 and P2.
To prove the second part, we already know by definition that f ¨ N and N are
equivalent, therefore, we can replace N in place of f ¨ N .

3.3.3

Estimating cost with Monte Carlo simulations

We measure the number of ToR pairs experiencing packet losses using flow-level
Monte-Carlo simulations under various traﬀic matrices and translate the number
based on cost functions. Since we search the entire planning space, we can support
various cost functions. We can also extend Janus to support multiple tenants, each
with their cost function.
We have to model congestion in the network, that is, how competing ToRs divide
(the scarce) bandwidth among themselves. For that, we run max-min fairness to
decide how much bandwidth each ToR gets (similar to [57]). This objective matches
that of TCP. We also consider the network’s routing tables, which is important as
the network reacts to failures and traﬀic variations through routing changes. This is
in contrast to previous work that used multi-commodity flow (MCF) for simulating
data center traﬀic [81, 82]: while MCF is a reasonable estimation of the bisection
bandwidth, it ignores routing algorithms and fairness objectives.
Our simulation relies on knowing possible traﬀic matrices during the change. Today, data center operators continuously collect traﬀic matrices (TMs). We use the
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current TM to represent what happens in the next planning interval and use the past
TMs to predict the TMs for the remainder of the change. Previous work [69] use
a similar approach and find that the current TM is a good estimation of the future
(e.g., the next step of the plan)—the intuition is that the TM does not (typically)
change dramatically in such a short time. When traﬀic is unpredictable, and our
predictions are not a good representative sample of future TMs, Janus may lose some
of its temporal benefits—because Janus’s view of the future was incorrect. However,
Janus still gains spatial benefits due to more accurate short-term predictions.
With max-min fairness as our objective, we have to find ways to speed up simulations. This is especially important for larger data centers where simulations may
take much longer to complete. We use the inherent symmetries in the data center
network to achieve faster simulations: we build a quotient graph per subplan by merging switches with the same forwarding rules (e.g., all the ECMP paths). Fig. 3.8(a)
shows the quotient graph for a k=4 FatTree. Fig. 3.8(b) shows the quotient graph
for a subplan upgrading C1.
We build quotient graphs by using network automorphism (see §3.3) to identify
equivalent sets of switches under P1, P2, P3. We run the group action G on individual
switches (instead of subplans) and build an equivalence relation on the switches. We
can merge equivalent switches because they have similar, per-link, traﬀic patterns.
For all switches in the same equivalence class, we build a super-switch and have one
virtual forwarding table across all original switches—we can merge the forwarding
tables if they are the same, e.g., all the core switches have similar forwarding tables
in a Fat-tree network. To add links between super switches, we only have to ensure
the link capacity between super-switches is the same as the original network. Since
the new topology has far fewer links/paths, we can simulate the network much faster.
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3.3.4

Handling failures

Failures are a common risk source when planning network changes. Google reports
that nearly 68% of failures occur when a change is in progress [63]. Janus models
failures as capacity reductions—a failure on a set of switches remove these switches
from the network graph (fail-stop), which increases the risks of impacting customer
traﬀic.
Operators can input failure scenarios and probabilities based on their logging of
historical failure events for each vendor [67, 63]. Given failure scenarios and probabilities, we can run simulations to measure impact and estimate the expected cost for
each network change plan.
However, the size of failure space is exponential in the number of switches, e.g., to
model independent switch failures for 2400 switches, we have 22400 possible scenarios.
Instead, we model the most likely failure scenarios that cover P (e.g., 99%) of the
most probable failures, i.e., Pr rFailuress ě P . For example, if switches have 0.1%
failure rate in a topology of 2400 switches, we only need to simulate up to 7 concurrent
failures (binomial distribution) to cover 99% of failures.
To further reduce the number of failure scenarios, we introduce failure equivalence
classes, i.e., failures that result in isomorphic network graphs. We can view a failure
scenario as a subplan bringing down switches in the failure set (or links/line-cards).
Thus, to simulate failures during a change, Janus considers a bigger change task
involving both failed switches and change switches. We can then apply the same
techniques above to estimate cost under failures.

3.4 Implementation
Janus has 7.2k lines of C code. It operates in three steps:
Operators specify the change, the cost function, and the risks. Operators
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can input arbitrary change requests into Janus. For each change, operators specify
the length of its operations and a deadline for the change. Operators then define a
cost function where the input is the percentage of ToR pairs impacted during a change
interval, and the output is the associated cost. Operators can also specify time-based
cost functions—to model time constraints during planning, e.g., to emphasize the
risk of delaying a critical bug fix. In its current state, Janus can model concurrent
failure of switches in the data center where failures are independent. We chose to
implement this failure model following the example of previous work [83]. For more
complex failure models, e.g., correlated failures, we rely on previous work and use
their proposed sampling techniques [84] to cover the failure space.
Simulation.

We assume the data center network upholding Max-min fairness for

the traﬀic it routes through its network. Max-min fairness is also commonly used
[85, 86, 57] to model how TCP flows affect each other during congestion. To model
Max-min fairness, we simulate the network while respecting the routing, topology,
and link constraints. Since our simulation uses P1, P2, and P3 (in Definition 3.3.1),
it satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.3.1. Therefore, we can rely on Theorem 3.3.1
to reduce the subplan search space. For each setting, we convert the network into a
quotient network, then run our network simulator on the quotient network.
Janus uses the current TM as a prediction of the traﬀic for the upcoming subplan
and the 10 previously observed TMs as a prediction of traﬀic for the rest of the plan.
In practice, data center operators may have better traﬀic predictors and are free to
use their own.
Estimate cost in real-time and adjust the plan.

At runtime, Janus goes

through all the subplans, applies the failure model on each subplan, and uses the TM
predictions to estimate the impact of each choice. It then measures the impact of
each plan and chooses a plan with the lowest expected cost. If there are multiple candidate plans, Janus picks the plan according to operator-specified tiebreakers. Other
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termination conditions are also possible; for example, ones that return the best plan
within a deadline.
Scalability.

Monte-Carlo simulations are easily parallelizable: we can run each

scenario (i.e., subplan and traﬀic matrix) independently from others and on different
machines/cores. We can then merge the results of all scenarios to build the cost
random variable of each subplan.
Plan ports and links changes. Janus supports port and link changes by modeling
them as virtual switches. To plan changes for links, we replace each link in the network
graph with a passthrough virtual switch that sends the incoming traﬀic on each of its
port to its other port. Any operation on links can thus be modeled as an operation
on virtual switches. The virtual switch abstraction allows us to use the previous
theorems for scaling. Similarly, to handle ports, we model each as a passthrough
virtual switch similar to links.
Janus supports line card changes (e.g., replacements). A line card is a collection
of N ports. We can substitute a virtual switch with N ` N ports in place of a line
card. We connect the first N virtual switch ports to the links and the second N ports
to the switch where the line card belongs. The routing table of the virtual switch is,
again, a passthrough table where the first port is directly connected to port N ` 1,
the second port to port N ` 2 and so on.
Rollbacks.

It is possible that due to unexpected events, a change task becomes

costly, e.g., because there are no suitable plans or simply because the change is faulty.
In that case, operators would want to rollback the upgrade. Janus generates rollback
plans instantly: A rollback plan is a change plan for a subset of original change tasks.
Failed instructions. Operators may fail to follow Janus’s instructions accurately.
In such cases, operators can accommodate by adding these failed instructions back
into the change. For example, if during the execution of a change, Janus issues an impossible instruction, e.g., because switches are physically too far apart, operators can
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mark these instructions as incomplete so that Janus schedules them in the upcoming
intervals.
Janus offline.

There are cases where operators cannot spare the computational

cost of real-time planning, e.g., if they lack good traﬀic predictors (so they have to
model many TMs) or when using complex failure models or simulators that prohibit
real-time planning. Under such circumstances, operators can use Janus in what we
call the offline-mode.
In offline-mode, operators feed a large number of traﬀic matrices (possibly from
previous days) and historical failures into Janus. For example, operators could use
historical traﬀic of recent days to predict future days [69, 87, 88, 89]. Janus then
finds a static plan for the change that will highly likely minimize the expected cost
under the provided traﬀic and failure settings. Operators may also want to change the
objective of Janus to, for example, minimizing the 99th percentile of the risk, so that
the plans that Janus suggests are resilient to worst-case scenarios. This mode is very
similar to MRC, as both planners find static plans. However, Janus still enjoys the
spatial benefits, and it also respects operators planning constraints such as deadlines
and cost functions.

3.5 Evaluation
Here, we demonstrate the cost reduction, scalability, and generality of Janus using
large-scale data center topologies, network change tasks, and realistic traﬀic traces.
Our evaluation shows that Janus only needs 33~71% of MRC cost and can adjust
to a variety of network change policies such as different cost functions and different
deadlines. Janus generates plans in real-time: it only takes 8.75 seconds on 20 cores
to plan a change on 864 switches in a Jupiter-size [8] network (61K hosts and 2400
switches).
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Topology
Scale-1
Scale-4
Scale-9
Scale-16

# switches in the DC
# cores,
# pods
# switches
aggs, ToRs
8
16
24
32

8, 64, 96
24, 192, 384
54, 432, 864
96, 768, 1536

168
600
1350
2400

# hosts

# upgrades
(cores, aggs)

3840
15360
34560
61440

72 (8, 64)
216 (24, 192)
486 (54, 432)
864 (96,768)

Table 3.4: Configurations and change task for each topology. We upgrade all core and
aggregate switches in all the pods.

3.5.1

Evaluation settings

Topology. We evaluate Janus on Clos topologies (Table 3.4). We use four different
scales ranging from the default Scale-1 which updates 8 pods (3.8K hosts and 168
switches) to a scale comparable to the size of Google’s Jupiter topology [8] (61K hosts
and 2400 switches).
Traﬀic. We generate a cloud-like trace using Google job traces to model the size and
arrivals of tenants [90] and Facebook traﬀic traces [56] to model the traﬀic for each
tenant. Specifically, for each tenant, we decide its arrival and leaving times and the
number of ToRs it runs on based on the Google job trace. We then randomly select
its traﬀic type: either Hadoop or web traﬀic, and select the corresponding trace from
Facebook. We generate 400 such traﬀic matrices at a 5-minute interval—Minute-level
TMs map to the granularity that operators use to measure SLOs in data centers today.
By default, our traﬀic has an average maximum link utilization (MLU) of 80% (the
median link utilization is 17%). We use average MLUs ranging from 65% to 95%.
Network change tasks.

We evaluate Janus on a large change so that it has

to explore a large planning space. Concretely, we upgrade all core and aggregate
switches in the data center. Table 3.4 shows the details for each upgrade task. We
assume each upgrade takes one timeslot (5 minutes), i.e., one traﬀic matrix, matching
the length of firmware upgrades of today’s switches [76]. Each upgrade is repeated
50 times across different hours. We report the average and standard deviation of this
cost. We set deadlines of 2, 4, or 8 steps for finishing the change and choose 4 as
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default—this means that MRC leaves 50%, 75%, 87.5% of residual capacity in the
network at each step.
Cost functions. We define three types of staged cost functions following the shape
of the refund functions of major cloud providers such as Azure, Amazon, and GCloud
(Table 3.1)3 . To test the generality of Janus under various cost functions, we also
evaluate a range of synthetic functions, namely, logarithmic, linear, quadratic, and
exponential, where the input is the number of ToR pairs experiencing packet loss and
the output is a cost value between 0 and 100. The details of these functions are in
Table 3.2.
We use the Staged-1 function by default. One should only interpret the relative
cost differences across approaches and settings, not the absolute values because despite using cloud cost functions (that operators use today in practice), it is diﬀicult to
gauge whether the combination of our choices of cost functions, topology, and traﬀic
matrices represent what operators experience in practice.
Planners.

We evaluate two planners: (1) Janus which uses the last 10 and the

current traﬀic matrices to plan the change; Janus adjusts the plan based on traﬀic
changes (§3.4). (2) Janus Offline which uses history traﬀic to choose a fixed plan that
does not change during execution. (3) MRC: a planner that maximizes the residual
capacity at each step of the plan §3.2.2, similar to the state-of-the-art solutions used
in data centers today [8].
Evaluation metrics.

We report the expected cost of applying a network change

while meeting each change’s deadline. For each data point, we run 50 experiments
and take the average.
3

Even though we use these functions differently than the clouds today, we suspect that the shape
and nature of cost functions will be the same.
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Figure 3.11: Comparing Janus with MRC under various settings.

3.5.2

Cost savings over MRC

Spatial benefits:

We start our evaluation with a simple scenario of static traﬀic

(using a randomly chosen TM). Because the traﬀic does not change, Janus online is
the same as Janus offline. Janus achieves lower or equal cost to MRC under all MLU
settings (Fig. 3.11a). At 85% MLU, Janus takes only 25% of the cost of MRC (2.5
units of cost vs. 10 units). When MLU is low (e.g., ď 75%), there is enough capacity
in the network so both Janus and MRC can pick plans that apply the change with
zero cost. Janus picks plans that upgrade more switches initially and fewer switches
later on and only for busy pods. In contrast, MRC equally allocates the switches at
each step. When MLU is high (e.g., ě 80%), every step of the plan is likely to impact
ToR pairs. Janus automatically changes its goal to choose plans with a fewer number
of steps to minimize the duration of traﬀic disruption.
Temporal benefits: Next, we evaluate Janus with tenant and traﬀic dynamics as
discussed in our evaluation settings. Fig. 3.11b shows that both Janus and Janus
offline have a lower cost than MRC under all MLUs. On average, Janus has 33~71%
of the cost of MRC. At 85% MLU, Janus takes only 52% of the cost comparing to
MRC. This is because Janus can change more switches under a low traﬀic load and
fewer switches under a higher load.
Janus offline does not consider traﬀic dynamics and thus performs worse than
Janus, but still better than MRC. At 85% MLU, Janus offline takes 90% of the cost
comparing to MRC. This is because of the spatial benefits mentioned above. In our
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setting, the spatial benefit is smaller than the temporal benefit because, with tenant
dynamics, the traﬀic shifts across ToRs fast, so there is not as much spatial skewness.
MRC also has higher variance than Janus because it chooses a fixed plan which
sometimes performs very poorly. Such lack of predictability makes it diﬀicult to
understand the potential impacts of MRC plans on customers. In contrast, both
Janus and Janus offline identify the best plan based on operators’ policies (including
plan deadlines, other constraints, and tiebreakers).
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Figure 3.12: Janus adjusts to operators constraints and cost functions and has universal
benefits across all settings. The bars show the average cost of the plans by Janus compared
to the MRC planner.

Predictability of traﬀic. Janus lowers the planning cost even when the traﬀic is
hard to predict. Here, we try 5 different traﬀic traces where we change the ratio of
Hadoop (unpredictable: all to all communication patterns that exhibit on-off chatters)
to Web servers (predictable: spatially stable and constant chatter of Web servers to
cache servers) users in our trace while keeping the MLU fixed. Fig. 3.12d shows that
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Janus saves cost under all settings. As we increase the proportion of Web server to
Hadoop users, Janus costs decrease from 74% of MRC-plan to 51%. As traﬀic becomes
less predictable, Janus’s temporal benefits disappear, but Janus gains benefit because
of spatial patterns.
Concurrent failures.

Janus also considers the probabilities of failures when it

plans network changes. Here we mode independent switch failures using Bernoulli
random variables, that is a switch either fails or does not with 1-5% failure rate at
every step (i.e., every 5 minutes). Typically, failure rates are lower in data centers, e.g.,
Gill et al. [91] report 2.7% failure rate for aggregate switches over a year. However,
we choose high failure rates to ensure there is a non-zero chance of concurrent switch
failures in Scale-1: at 5% failure rate, we expect 4 concurrent switch failures in the
space of 80 switches. High failure rate stress tests Janus as it requires the simulation
of a much larger failure space: to model 99% of possible failures at 5% failure rate
across 80 switches (binomial distribution), we have to consider more than 2.6 trillion
`80˘
ř
failure scenarios: 10
x“1 x ě 2.6trillion.
Fig. 3.11c shows that Janus online has 52% to 85% of the cost of MRC. As we
increase the failure rates, Janus becomes more conservative in preparing for potential
failures and thus requires a higher cost. MRC does not consider failure rates, and
its cost remains the same for all failure rates. With a higher failure rate, Janus gets
closer to MRC. This is because, as discussed in §3.2.2, MRC is a good option when we
have little information about failures. Interestingly, as we increase failure rates, we
are indirectly reducing our knowledge of failures by increasing the number of failure
scenarios that we have to consider. More concretely, to cover 99% of probable failures
for 80 switches, we only need to simulate 85k different scenarios at 1% failure rate,
whereas that number explodes to 2.6 trillion at 5% failure rate.
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3.5.3

Scalability

Janus finds plans in real-time even for large topologies. We evaluate on Scale-1 to
Scale-4 (61k hosts) topologies. The details of these topologies are shown in Table 3.4).
Janus online plans cost 42% to 61% of MRC plans (Fig. 3.12c).
Janus spends the majority of its time (>99%) estimating the impact of subplans at
every step, which depends on the number of subplans and the simulation time to estimate the impact of each subplan. In §3.3.2, we discussed how network automorphism
allows Janus to reduce both the number of subplans using subplan equivalence and
the simulation time through quotient network graphs. Another added benefit is that
as subplans are completely independent of each other, we can parallelize Janus very
easily by computing the impact of each subplan (or TM) on a different core/machine.
We measure the total running time of Janus across all the steps on one core and
report it in Table 3.5. We also interpolate the time to 20 cores

4

to show that Janus

can plan changes in real-time even for the largest data centers. With 1 core, it takes
Janus 175 seconds to plan a change for upgrading 864 switches for Scale-16. With 20
cores, it takes 8.75 seconds.
We also compare the simulation time per traﬀic matrix for a four-step plan with
and without the quotient graph optimization: The running time on one core of Scale1 improves from 2.9s to 0.01s, a reduction of 290x. Similarly, the running time of
Scale-4 improves from 184 seconds to 0.045, a reduction of 4100x–at Scale-4 topology
finding a plan could take upwards of 12 hours on a single core. We could not run the
flow simulations at Scale-9 and Scale-16 without quotient graphs because we ran out
of memory.
4

This is an artifact of the code running single-threaded.
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3.5.4

Adaptivity

Janus is adaptive in selecting plans that have low expected cost for various planning
constraints and metrics.
Different cost functions:

Fig. 3.12a shows that Janus online and offline are

consistently better than MRC under a variety of cost functions. Janus online’s plans
cost is 64% of MRC under Staged-2 and Staged-3 cost functions and Janus offline’s
plans cost is 86% of the MRC cost. The results are similar for the Staged-2 and
Staged-3 functions as their cost functions are similar when the packet loss rate is low
(10% credit for 99.99% ToR pair connectivity). The benefits under Staged-1’s cost
function is larger (49% of cost compared to MRC) because Azure’s cost function has
more room for losses (10% credit for 99.95% availability).
Janus online uses 75~85% cost compared to MRC for logarithmic, linear, quadratic,
and exponential cost functions. Janus is uniformly better than MRC regardless of
cost function as Janus exhaustively searches the entire plan space.
Different deadlines: Fig. 3.12b shows that Janus has a lower cost than MRC for all
deadlines. The cost ratio of Janus follows a U-shape for all MLUs: when the deadline
is small, there are fewer candidate plans and thus less room for Janus to reduce cost
compared to MRC. When the deadline is far away, MRC touches fewer switches per
step and incurs less cost. For deadlines in the middle (where the majority of settings
are), Janus has the most gains over MRC. The actual deadline with the best gain
depends on the MLU.
Rollback:

We show a scenario where the cost estimates provided by Janus helps

operators to make rollback decisions. As before, the change involves upgrading all
the core and aggregate switches in the Scale-1 topology (72 switches). Janus initially
selects an eight-step plan but continuously estimates the cost of other plans and
rollback plans, as shown in Fig. 3.13. At step 5, Janus reports that the expected
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Topology
(Change size)
Scale-1 (72)
Scale-4 (216)
Scale-9 (486)
Scale-16 (864)

Planning time
1 core 20 cores
2.5 s
0.125 s
10.06 s 0.503 s
35.9 s
1.795 s
175.0 s
8.75 s

simulation time per TM
Without quotient With quotient
2.9 s
0.01 s
184 s
0.045 s
Out of mem.
0.149 s
Out of mem.
0.8 s

Table 3.5: Janus planning time.
Operator issues rollback to save cost
Original Plan

25

Cost Ratio

Rollback plan 1

20

Cost

Janus Online/MRC
Janus Offline/MRC

Rollback plan 2
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Figure 3.13: Janus suggests a rollback

Figure 3.14: Different cost functions for

plan (Green line) that safely revert an ongoing change.

delayed changes. MRC fails to factor time
and incurs heavy cost.

cost of the remainder of the plan (42 switches left) is 9.901 units (red curve) and
the cost of rollback of the initial bit of the plan (30 switches) is 3.354 (green curve).
If operators consider the cost of 9.901 to be too high (e.g., because their budget is
only 5 units), they may choose the rollback plan. After issuing the rollback, Janus
can immediately select a plan for it. For example, Fig. 3.13 shows two rollback plans
provided by Janus: Plan 1 upgrades 17, 12, 1 switches in 3 steps, and Plan 2 upgrades
17, 13 switches in 2 steps. At step 6, Janus picks Plan 1 as Plan 2 is too risky (cost
of 10) due to traﬀic dynamics.
Delaying changes:

In practice, operators may not have a strict deadline but

instead, have to pay for a cost if a change takes a longer time. Janus can plan for
such cases. We introduce three types of cost for delayed changes: (1) Constant cost
(labeled as Constant): Each step of the plan has a fixed cost (4 units). For example,
applying a change may require a fixed amount of engineering effort in each step. (2)
Increasing cost (labeled as Increasing): We use a linear cost function where the nth
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step of the plan costs n units. This happens if, for example, we need to fix critical
bugs quickly and the longer we wait, the more network remains vulnerable (i.e., more
cost to operators). (3) Cost after a deadline (labeled as Deadline): We model this
as a fixed cost of 30 units after the 6th step. This happens, for example, when an
engineer relays the rest of the change to another engineer at the end of his shift (and
increases the risk of making errors). (4) The Default bar is the original function with
only customer impact cost. We minimize the total expected cost of customer impact
and delayed changes.
Fig. 3.14 shows that Janus online only takes 11%-47% of the MRC cost; similarly,
Janus offline has 24%-55% of the MRC cost. Janus adjusts the plan based on the cost
function. However, MRC can only use a fixed-step plan (e.g., 8 steps in this case)
independent of the cost function.
For Constant and Increasing, Janus selects a shorter plan (on average 2.82 and
2.84 steps) to reduce the cost of delayed changes at the expense of increasing the
customer impact cost (from 8.6 in default to 12.4 and 11.96). In this way, Janus
identifies the best tradeoff between the two types of cost. For Deadline, because
there is a significant cost beyond 6 steps, Janus fits the plan within 6 steps to reduce
the overall cost with the expense of slightly increasing the customer impact cost (from
8.6 to 9).

3.6 Related Work
Scheduling network updates.

A few prior efforts focus on planning network

updates (i.e., forwarding plane changes). Reitblatt et al. [92] introduce consistent
switch rule updates to avoid loops or black-holes. zUpdate [93] plans traﬀic migrations
(caused by network updates) with no packet loss during the worst-case traﬀic matrices.
SWAN [58] and Dionysus [94] schedule forwarding plane updates for WAN by breaking
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the updates into stages with barriers in-between. While these low-level tools are useful
in updating individual switch configurations, Janus plans upgrades for a (large) group
of switches or links in data centers. Moreover, Janus adjusts plans based on traﬀic
changes in real-time.
Failure mitigation.

Autopilot [95] manages end-host updates and remedies fail-

ures at the end-hosts through reimaging or rebooting. Bodik et al. [96] discuss an
optimization framework for increasing the resiliency of end-host applications to faults.
Janus deals with the general problem of network upgrades and can provide scheduling
support for these failure mitigation solutions.
Network symmetry.

Beckett et al. [97] compress the control plane of large

networks to test data plane properties, e.g., reachability and loop freedom. Plotkin
et al. [98] scale up network verification for reachability properties by using symmetry.
It is unclear how such techniques apply to network change planning under traﬀic
dynamics. Janus builds a compressed data-plane to speed up simulations and uses
subplan equivalence to prune the plan search space.

3.7 Conclusion
Fast network changes are critical for enabling quick evolutions of data centers today.
Janus applies network changes by estimating the impact of various plans and dynamically adjusting the plans based on traﬀic variation and failures. Janus uses network
automorphism to scale to a large number of plans. Janus plans in real-time even for
the largest of data-centers and finishes upgrades with 33% to 71% of the cost of MRC
planners.
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Chapter 4
Revisiting measurement algorithms in
software switches
Many network functions are moving from hardware to software to get better programmability and lower cost. Measurement is critical to most network functions
because getting detailed information about traﬀic is often the first step to make control decisions and diagnose problems. The key challenge for measurement is how
to keep a large number of counters while processing packets at line rate. Previous
work on measurement algorithms mostly focuses on reducing memory usage while
achieving high accuracy. However, software servers have plenty of memory but incur new challenges of achieving both high performance and high accuracy. In this
chapter, we revisit the measurement algorithms and data structures under the new
metrics of performance and accuracy. We show that saving memory through extra
computation on these switches is not worthwhile. As a result, a linear hash table
and count array outperform more complex data structures such as Cuckoo hashing,
Count-Min sketches, and heaps in a variety of scenarios. We argue that this trend
is to be expected granted that the memory, network speed, and CPU have grown at
proportional speeds.
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4.1 Introduction
To reduce the cost and management complexity of hardware switches and middleboxes, there is a growing need of moving network functions to software. For example,
today, data centers often run load balancing and firewalls in software [99, 100], and
ISPs have started to deploy virtualized network functions (VNFs) to replace their
hardware boxes [101].
Measurement is a key component in many network functions: for detecting anomalies (e.g., heavy hitters, superspreaders), profiling traﬀic of applications, or inspecting
individual packets (DPI). Other network functions such as load balancing and traﬀic
engineering also rely on accurate measurement of traﬀic statistics [89]. Measurement
tasks can run on bare-metal, e.g., a software switch [102], or inside containers either
standalone or as part of another NFV, e.g., a load balancer container that detects
and spreads heavy-hitter flows across all the backend servers [103].
To support measurement functions, we need to keep a large number of counters for
individual packets and flows. Therefore, most measurement algorithms focus on how
to store many counters with limited memory while retaining measurement accuracy,
at the expense of more hash functions (e.g., Cuckoo hashing [104] and Count-Min
sketch [105, 106]) or more computations (e.g., heaps). Even some recent proposals
focusing on software measurement also target reducing memory usage [107, 108, 109,
110, 111, 112].
However, we argue that, in software, the key metric is not memory usage, but
packet processing performance (i.e., throughput and latency). This is because modern
servers have plenty of memory, an eﬀicient caching hierarchy, and highly optimized
compilers. Instead, the key challenge is to achieve high throughput and low latency.
If we spend too many CPU cycles to fetch measurement data into cache and compute
the right values and locations for counters, we may delay the packet processing and
affect throughput. Note that the tail latency also matters because even if a few
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packets experience long delay, the queue size increases which causes packet drops.
In this chapter, we re-evaluate measurement algorithms in software with a focus
on performance and accuracy metrics. We study three measurement tasks (heavy
hitters, superspreaders, and change detection) on a variety of measurement algorithms
(including hash tables, sketches, and heaps). Our key observations are:
1. We show that saving memory through extra computation is not worthwhile
in achieving high performance and high accuracy for measurement in software.
For example, using more hash functions in Cuckoo hashing or a Count-Min
sketch provides worse performance than a linear hash table or a count array.
Using more computationally intensive data structures (e.g., heaps) also hurts
performance. Instead, to improve the accuracy, one can simply allocate larger
memory to a simple linear hash table or a count array while still achieving better
performance than the other data structures with more computation. (Section
4.3)
2. Our conclusion holds for heavy hitter detection and other measurement tasks
with different memory access patterns (superspreader detection) and more complex computation (change detection). It also holds for measurements with different entry sizes, value sizes, and traﬀic skews. (Section 4.4)
3. In a multicore setting, it is a bad idea to save memory by sharing resources
across cores. Instead, we should maintain separate data structures across cores
to avoid synchronization and aggregate the results during the reporting time.
(Section 4.5)
In addition to the above observations, we discuss possible ways to improve measurement algorithms in software in Section 4.6. We describe related works in Section
4.7 and conclude in Section 4.8.
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4.2 Background and Motivation
To support various network functions, we need a variety of measurement tasks such
as heavy hitter detection, traﬀic change detection, and flow size distribution estimation. We observe that most of these tasks are often implemented using three classes
of algorithms (Table 4.1). In this section, we give some backgrounds on these measurement tasks and algorithms and their design principles. We then motivate why it
is important to re-evaluate these algorithms in the software context.

4.2.1

Three classes of measurement algorithms

We consider three classes of measurement algorithms: hash tables, sketches, heap/treebased solutions. To illustrate their design principles, we take heavy hitter detection
as an example. We define a heavy hitter as a source and destination IP address pair
that sends traﬀic volume more than a pre-specified threshold. Heavy hitters are very
useful for many management tasks. For example, operators can collocate chatty VMs
(source-destination pairs with heavy traﬀic) in the same server or rack to save network
bandwidth in data centers.
Hash tables: Hash tables compute a hash function for each key and use the
result to locate a bucket in the array to store the key and its value. To handle hash
collisions, many hash table designs such as linear hashing, Cuckoo hashing [104], or
hopscotch hashing [124] probe a set of additional buckets to identify an empty bucket
to hold the key. When the hash table has a high occupancy rate (load factor), finding
an empty bucket takes multiple probing rounds, which leads to high packet processing
delay and delay variance. We compare Cuckoo hashing that is commonly used for
software switches [125, 126] to the linear hash table.
For heavy hitter detection in the hash table, we use the source and destination
IP pair as the key and count the number of packets for each pair. A pair is a heavy
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Function

Meaning

Sketch

Heavy hitter

A traﬀic aggregate identified by a
packet header field that exceeds a
specified volume
A source IP that communicates with
a more than a threshold number
of distinct destination IP/port pairs
(Defined for destinations in a similar
way.)
The distribution of sizes of flows distinguished by a set of packet header
fields
A drastic change of volume/# packets from a traﬀic aggregate compared to a prediction model
Entropy (A measure of randomness/diversity) of volume/# packets
from different flows

NSDI’13[113]
[106]

Dividing an ordered set of flows
(e.g., based on source IP) into equalweight subsets

[122]

Super spreader

Flow size distribution
Change detection

Entropy estimation

Quantiles

Heap/treebased
[105,
111],
ANCS’11 [114]

Hash
table
SIGCOMM
’02[115]

NSDI’13[113]
[107]

IMC’10 [116],
[110]

[117]

IMC’10 [116]

IMC’04 [108]
[118]

[119]

[120]

IMC’10 [116]

IMC’10 [116],
SIGMETRICS’06
[121]
SIGMOD’01 [109],
SIGMOD’99 [123],[106]

Table 4.1: A survey of proposed measurement solutions
hitter if its count is above a certain threshold. The implementation details of the
hash table may affect the packet processing performance significantly [127]. To speed
up the hash table, we applied several system optimizations such as cache prefetching,
cache access alignment, and SIMD instructions to calculate the hash function.
Sketches: Sketches are summaries of streaming data to approximately answer a
specific set of queries. For example, Count-Min sketch [106] is commonly used to find
heavy hitters [128, 129, 130] 1 . A Count-Min sketch keeps a two-dimensional array of
counters with d rows and w columns. It computes d hash functions per packet and
updates the corresponding d positions in each row. To find the counter for a given
IP pair, the minimum counter in the d locations is returned because it has minimum
collisions. If the minimum counter is above the threshold, we add the IP pair to a set.
Later at the report time, we report the set of IP pairs as heavy hitters. In contrast,
a count array sketch computes one hash function per packet. When there are hash
collisions, a count array simply adds up the counters for the collided keys.
Heaps and trees: Heaps reduces the memory usage by only keeping the most
1

The conclusions of this chapter is easily extensible to other sketches.
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important entries for the measurement query (e.g., big flows). For example, the
SpaceSaving algorithm [105] finds heavy hitters by tracking the volume of traﬀic
from IP pairs in a small hash table. When the hash table gets full, it finds the entry
with the minimum volume, say vmin , replaces that with the new IP pair, and adds the
packet volume to the original counter (vmin plus the size of the new packet). To find
the minimum entry, we need to keep a heap data structure [105]. Thus for each entry
in the hash table, there is a corresponding entry in the heap, and for each packet, the
heap must be updated to maintain its property.
Trees are also used to store a hierarchical set of counters [114, 119, 128]. For
example, to detect heavy hitters, we can build an IP prefix tree and dynamically
zoom in and out the subtrees based on the monitored traﬀic counters to reduce the
number of monitored prefixes.

4.2.2

Previous works on measurement algorithms

Many previous works on measurement algorithms [115, 116, 113, 114, 121, 131, 119,
118, 132, 106, 110] promote the sketch-based solutions which maintain approximate
counters with compact memory by leveraging multiple hash functions. This idea
fits hardware switches which typically have limited high-speed memory. However, in
software with a memory hierarchy, the total memory usage does not matter, but the
number of memory accesses at different levels of the cache hierarchy affects the packet
processing latency and throughput. As a result, it is not worthwhile to reduce the
total memory usage at the expense of more instructions for calculating additional
hash functions and more time to access extra entries. In fact, we will show in our
evaluation that if we can reduce the number of hash functions and memory accesses,
we can still achieve low latency and high throughput with a large total memory.
Unfortunately, even previous measurement works that target software environments [107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112], only compare the different set of sketch and
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heap solutions and focus on the comparison of total memory usage. Some papers
[129, 105] that compare hierarchical Count-Min sketch and heap-based solutions show
that heap-based solutions can achieve better performance and accuracy. Other work
claim to achieve reasonable performance without rigorous testing on modern servers
and comparison with single hash-based solutions.
Instead, in this chapter, we focus on a systematic comparison of both the performance and accuracy of hash tables, sketches, and heaps through extensive evaluations.
We conclude that simple is often the best. For example, the simplest implementations
of hash tables and sketches (i.e., the linear hash table and the count array) achieve
the best performance and accuracy for heavy hitter detection. We also extend the
evaluation to other measurement tasks and over different traﬀic traces.

4.3 Evaluation of measurement algorithms in software
Our key observation is that saving memory through extra computation is not worthwhile in achieving high performance and high accuracy for measurement in software.
This is because packet batching and memory prefetching can mask the memory access
latency. On the other hand, the latency due to extra computation cannot be masked
as easily—superscalar processors and compilers already perform eﬀicient interleaving
of instructions and utilize the computation resources as much as possible.
We noticed two common approaches that use more computation to save memory:
more hashes and complex data structures: (1) Computing multiple hashes to save
memory degrades performance. For example, a count-array that uses a single hash
function and large memory beats a Count-Min sketch that uses a smaller memory but
makes up for accuracy loss by using multiple hashes. Also, the linear hash table has
lower average and tail latency than the Cuckoo hash table that saves memory using
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multiple hashes. (2) It is possible to achieve the accuracy of more computationally
intensive data structures by allocating more memory to simpler data structures while
achieving better performance: we compare data structures based on sketch, hash
table, and heap.
We start by evaluating measurement algorithms for heavy hitter detection in a
single-core setting, and then we extend the result to other measurement tasks in
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Figure 4.1: Comparing a single hash function with multiple ones

4.3.1

Evaluation settings

Testbed: We use a Xeon E5-2650 v3 processor with 10 cores, 256 KB of L2 cache per
core, 25 MB of shared L3 cache, and a 10G network interface card. On this processor,
the L1 access time is 1.6 ns, L2 access time is 5 ns, L3 is 15 ns, and main memory
is 69 ns [133]. Typically, the access time of L1, L2, L3, and main memory follows a
similar trend across the latest CPU architectures [134].
Traﬀic traces: We use a one-minute trace from Equinix data center at Chicago
from CAIDA [135] with 27 million packets and around 1 million unique flows. The
CAIDA trace has a skew of Z=1.1 (which means that the most frequent entry has 10
times more packets than the 8th most frequent one [136, 137]).

To generate traﬀic

traces with different skews, we build a pool of source and destination IPs from the
base CAIDA trace and sample from this pool using a Zipfian distribution.
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In all experiments, we use the smallest TCP packet size, i.e., 64 bytes, to stress-test
the measurement tasks under the highest possible per packet rate.
Measurement tasks: We focus on heavy hitter detection. We define heavy
hitters as the source and destination IP pairs that have more than 0.1% of the total
traﬀic in an epoch. We report in epochs of 2 million packets, which translates to a
130ms time window on a 10Gbps network interface card with 64-byte packets. We
evaluate the generality of our observations for tasks that save more information per
flow by evaluating heavy hitter detection with a variety of value sizes.
Measurement algorithm implementation: We evaluate three types of measurement algorithms: hash tables including linear hash tables and Cuckoo hash tables,
sketches including count arrays and count-min sketches, and heaps (§4.2.1). By default, we keep the keys as source and destination IP pairs and the values as 12 byte
counters. For each algorithm, we do not implement unnecessary features (e.g., for
heavy hitter detection, we do not need to perform bookkeeping or have a decrement
operator). This decision lets us save as many cycles as possible for each algorithm.
We now describe our algorithm implementation in detail:
Hash tables: Our implementation of linear hash table holds one item per bucket
and performs linear search on collisions. There are also other collision resolution
techniques, e.g., Hopscotch [124] or Robin Hood hashing [138]. We opted not to use
them, because as the size of the data structure increases the number of collisions
decrease, which hides the impact of collision resolution strategy for packet processing.
For Cuckoo hash table, we followed DPDK implementation [139] but removed the
bookkeeping (required for deletion) to improve the performance.
Sketches: Count-array implementation is similar to the linear hash table, but
instead the collision resolution strategy overwrites previous values. Our Count-Min
sketch uses three count-arrays with pairwise independent hash functions.
Heaps and trees: We use a binary min heap as a representative tree like data
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structure for packet processing that is actively used across many algorithms, e.g.,
change detection [119], heavy hitter detection [105, 111]. We optimized the implementation by ensuring that we only heapify-down when updating values because the
flow metrics, e.g., volume or packet count, can only increase.
We perform extensive system optimizations to make the measurement system as
eﬀicient as possible. For example, we use DPDK [139] to read packets from the NIC
and send them as a batch to the application. Batching packets has several benefits:
(a) it gives the compiler more freedom to optimize the code, e.g., through data-flow
analysis [140], (b) it enables the instruction level parallelism across packets in the
same batch; and (c) the compiler and the programmer can use prefetching and Single
Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) instructions to hide the latency of memory and
CPU operations [141, 142].
Evaluation metrics: We consider two metrics: (1) Performance: We measure
the average and tail latency (i.e., 99th percentile latency). We measure the latency
from fetching packets from the NIC to sending the packets out of the measurement
module and maintain the histogram. The average latency dictates the packet processing throughput. The tail latency indicates the variance of packet processing time.
A larger tail latency causes more packet drops because the NIC needs to maintain a
longer queue. Note that this can happen even when the average latency per packet is
low. (2) Accuracy: We measure the precision and recall for each measurement task.
For example, to measure the precision of heavy hitter detection, we count the fraction of selected flows that are true heavy hitters; similarly, the recall is the fraction
of true heavy hitters that are detected. The recall and precision of other tasks, e.g.,
superspreader or change detection, follow the same definition.
Evaluation settings: We run a warm up trace right before each experiment to
ensure that the software switch code is cached. We perform zero-packet-loss performance benchmark: for each experiment, we replay the trace at the highest throughput
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where packet loss is zero.
We process packets in batches of 64. To compute the average and tail latency, as
it is too expensive to record the delay per packet, we measure the number of cycles
to process each batch and add the corresponding per packet cycle into a histogram.
The histogram has 2k buckets with each bucket representing 2 cycles.

4.3.2

A single hash function is better than multiple

We compare data structures with a single hash function to those with multiple hash
functions (linear hash table vs. Cuckoo hashing and count array vs. Count-Min sketch).
We observe that using a single hash function achieves better performance on average
and in tail than using more hash functions without losing accuracy.
The linear hash table has lower average and tail latency than Cuckoo
hash table. Figure 4.1a shows the average and the 99th percentile latency for the
linear and Cuckoo hash tables. For the Cuckoo hash table, we first consider an
implementation with one entry per bucket. For each hash bucket, we store one keyvalue pair (i.e., one entry per bucket is labeled as Cuckoo-1 entry). The Cuckoo hash
table has between 30% (40%) to 10% (13%) higher average (tail) latency than the
linear hash table over the whole range. This is because, with lookup misses, Cuckoo
hashing always needs two hash functions to verify the miss whereas the linear hash
table always requires one. This also means that Cuckoo hashing needs to make two
random memory accesses, whereas linear hash table only needs to probe the current
entry. The locality and predictability of reference in linear hash table and the size of
the cache sizes (64 bytes) further help to ensure the availability of next key in cache.
This makes linear hash table have an overall better performance even with larger data
structures and when the load factor is low.
To increase the locality of reference, we may reduce the number of memory operations in the Cuckoo hashing by chaining, e.g., saving four entries per bucket (labeled
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as Cuckoo-4 entries)[143]. Thus, when collisions happen, we can save the entry in the
same bucket with high probability without computing the second hash. Note that we
chose four entries per bucket because the four entries fit in one cache line. Although
Cuckoo-4 improves the tail latency of Cuckoo-1, it still has higher latency compared
to linear hash table (Figure 4.1a). This is because with equal sized tables, there are
fewer indices available in Cuckoo-4 than linear hash table, and thus, Cuckoo-4 can
require multiple comparisons to find the key.
There is a large body of works on using Cuckoo hash tables for applications with
high performance such as forwarding tables of switches [144] and for key-values stores
[143]. Previous works choose Cuckoo hash tables because they focus on the load
factor of the hash table, but in our context, we care less about the load factor since
the number of records is much smaller than a table for a key-value store. In other
words, Cuckoo hashing is not the fastest in our context because each lookup may
require two hash computations and an insertion may require random shuffling of
many entries in the hash table. Instead, we can use a large table—because the table
size is only a fraction of the total memory size in modern software switches—and
avoid computations that allow Cuckoo hash table to achieve a high load-factor.
The count array has lower average and tail latency than the Count-Min
sketch. The count array with one hash function has lower average and tail latency
with the same accuracy than Count-Min sketch, which uses three hashes, across all
data structure sizes (Figure 4.1b). This is because the Count-Min sketch computes
multiple hashes and needs multiple random memory accesses per packet, which defeats
the purpose of smaller memory size for packet processing. The tradeoff between the
performance (i.e., 99th percentile tail latency) and accuracy (i.e., precision2 ) is shown
in Figure 4.1c. For example, the count array reaches 98% precision with 45 ns tail
latency while the Count-Min sketch takes 64 ns for the same precision due to the
2

Recall also has the same trend.
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additional hash function computations. Even when count array memory does not fit
in the CPU cache, most of its memory accesses are still served by the cache because
of the packet batching, memory prefetching, and traﬀic skews, which is common in
networks [145, 146].
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Figure 4.2: Performance and accuracy comparison of hashes, sketches, and heaps
(traﬀic skew Z=1.1)

4.3.3

Use data structures with the simplest computation

We compare three classes of algorithms for heavy hitter detection: count arrays, linear hash tables, and heap-based algorithms. Among the three, count array has the
least amount of computations, linear hash table is a bit more complex because of the
collision resolution strategy, and the heap-based algorithm is the most computationally demanding but uses smaller memory. We show that using more computation to
save memory does not improve the performance.
Count array has the lowest average latency compared to linear hash
table and heap. We first compare the average latency of the three algorithms for
heavy hitter detection for different sizes of data structures in Fig. 4.2a. The count
array has 142% better performance than the heap implementation and 28% better
performance than the linear hash table. Figure 4.2a shows that as the size of the data
structure grows, the latency difference between the linear hash table and count array
vanishes because collisions rarely happen.
The heap has the worst performance among the three algorithms as it takes multiple memory accesses to navigate and maintain the heap data structure. For example,
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updating a heap entry with a subtree of height three may require updating all the
tree layers.
Note that heap is still faster than more complex algorithms such as hierarchical
sketches [129, 105]. Hierarchical sketches use multiple sketches to extract the heavy
hitter flow information from their counters as counters in sketches do not keep the
flow information (e.g., IP). However, updating multiple sketches in software requires
many hash computations and memory accesses 3 .
With larger data sizes, the tail latency increases significantly for the
count array and linear hash table, but decreases for heap. The error bars in
Figure 4.2a show the 99th percentile tail latency. The tail latencies of count array and
linear hash table increase significantly when the measurement data size is above the
L3 cache of the CPU (25 MB). If the measurement data is larger than the L3 cache,
the memory access latency affects the tail latency of the packet processing pipeline.
It is worth noting that small linear hash tables have higher latency than the
larger ones. This is due to the high load factor of small tables that incurs additional
collision resolution cost. For example, in our experiments, a linear hash table with 3
MB performs 22% more memory accesses than a linear hash table with 200 MB.
However, the average and tail latencies of min-heap decrease with more memory.
This is because with larger heaps, more heavy hitters end up in the leaves (versus
nodes inside the heap), which makes heapify operation cheap because it only touches
the leaves.
To achieve 100% accuracy, we should use the linear hash table; if accuracy loss is acceptable, count array has the best performance. Figure
4.2b compares the tradeoff between accuracy (i.e., precision/recall) and the performance (i.e., latency/tail latency) of different measurement algorithms. Even though
3
Our approach for using the count array is to simply keep heavy hitters in a set (i.e., add the
flow to a set if it updates a counter above the threshold). Thus, we only need one sketch, and count
array becomes a better choice than the heap for software.
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heap works well with small memory space, it has the highest latency and the worst
accuracy among the three algorithms and is never a good choice for measurement in
software.
The linear hash table always achieves 100% precision and recall because it handles
collisions. Its average latency is 46ns and its tail latency is 53ns. However, count
array achieves 99.5% precision and 96.54% recall with 40ns average latency and 46ns
tail latency. Saving 6ns in average latency improves the throughput by 9% for the
6ns
). The
smallest packet size where we only have 67ns to process each packet ( 67
ns

reduction in tail latency also lowers the chance of packet drops in the NIC queue as
the maximum queue length drops. Therefore, the count array is the best choice if
the consumer of measurement data can tolerate some accuracy loss. For example, for
traﬀic engineering, handling a few small flows as heavy hitters (ă 100% precision) or
missing a few heavy hitters (ă 100% recall) does not have much impact, especially,
because the size of false detected heavy hitters and missed heavy hitters is close to
the threshold [130].

4.4 Generality to diverse measurement tasks
We discussed that for detecting heavy hitters, large and computationally lightweight
data structures have better performance and comparable accuracy to small and complex data structures. Here, we generalize the result to a group of measurement tasks
that keep per item state and update that state for every incoming packet. All the
six measurements in Table 4.1 follow this model. For example, heavy hitter detection
increments the per flow counters, superspreader detection updates a bloom filter per
source IP. Such measurement tasks only rely on a data-structure that maps items to
their state, i.e., a key-value store. We can implement a key-value store in software
using (1) hash tables or (2) tree based algorithms.
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Hash tables rely on hash functions and collision resolution strategies to find the
location of an item; on the other hand, trees traverse a path from the root node and
incur multiple memory accesses to find the location of the item. To compare the
solutions, we need to compare the number of cycles used to find the location of a key.
Under no collisions, a hash table requires a single hash function to locate a keyvalue pair in the table. There are many well designed uniformly random hash function
implementations [147], e.g., Metrohash, Cityhash, Murmur3, which typically take
between 40~60 cycles for 16 bytes (>5 tuples) of data to execute. In comparison,
L2 and L3 accesses take 10 and 40 cycles respectively. Thus, a hash table with no
collisions takes between 50~100 cycles to locate the value of a key. On the other hand,
a tree based solution requires multiple memory accesses (typically in the Oplogpnqq
memory accesses and comparisons) to find the location of a key. Assuming the same
memory access latency numbers for L2 and L3, a tree that is completely cached
in L2 memory can only have between 63~2047 entries—ignoring any computational
overhead and branch mispredictions—for a comparable performance to a hash table,
which can be much larger. This means that a hash table with no collisions has a
much better performance than tree based solutions.
The unique opportunity for network measurement tasks is that they can avoid
collisions in hash tables using large tables. This is because the data of measurement
algorithms is a fraction of the software memory hierarchy (e.g., 10s of MBs compared
to 10s of GBs available on modern software switches). Thus, we can make the hash
tables large enough that collisions become rare. Furthermore, we can mask the memory access latency through packet batching and prefetching. In contrast, the database
and hardware switch community [143, 148], where most streaming algorithms come
from, do not have the luxury of serving most queries from cache and thus have to
rely on trading off computation and accuracy for memory size.
Finally, different measurement tasks have different strategies for updating the
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values associated with the keys. For example, when using count array for heavy
hitter detection, values that map to the same bucket overwrite each other, whereas
a linear hash table would resolve collisions through probing, and a heap would move
the items around to preserve the heap property. Later in this Section, we discuss how
the general result, use simple but large data structures, also apply to superspreader,
which has complex memory access procedure for updates, and change detection, which
is computationally complex.

4.4.1

Impact of traﬀic skew, data structure size, and value
size

The eﬀiciency of memory hierarchy in software switches depends on the location of
a state associated with a packet. This is because when the state is in upper layers
of the memory hierarchy, the access latency becomes multiplicatively slower. For
example, on our test server, the access latency of memory is 4.6 times slower than
L3. There are two factors that dictate the location of a packet state in the memory
hierarchy: (1) Traﬀic skew. With a skewed traﬀic, the packet processing pipeline
serves a larger fraction of packets from the cache, leading to overall lower latency
per packet. In contrast, a more uniform traﬀic distributes the state associated with
a packet across all the layers, leading to higher latency per packet. (2) The data
structure size. Whereas the data of a small data structure may fit in L1-L3 cache,
a large data structure might still need to access memory to locate its data, leading
to overall higher latency per packet. Here we discuss the impact of entry size, traﬀic
skew, and data-structure size on the performance of packet processing pipelines.
Traﬀic skew. We study the impact of skew on measurement tasks by fixing the
measurement task to heavy hitter detection and the data structure size to 32 MB.
This size ensures that the measurement task does not fit in the L3 cache in our test
server.
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Figure 4.3: Effect of traﬀic skews on measurement algorithms and sizes
We first compare the impact of the skew across implementations with varying
number of hash functions and memory accesses. Typically, as the traﬀic skew decreases, access patterns distribute more evenly across the memory hierarchy. Thus,
measurement tasks with lower number of memory accesses per packet are less affected
by the skew. Fig. 4.3a shows the tail latency of count array and Count-Min sketch
for heavy hitter detection. Since the Count-Min sketch makes 3 memory access per
packet as opposed to only one for count array, the jump from skew 1.1 to 0.75 is larger
for the Count-Min than the count array—even though the amount of computation
per packet does not change with the skew.
Then, we compare the impact of skew across the heap, count array sketch, and
linear hash table. Fig. 4.3b shows the 99th percentile per packet processing latency
of these implementations across varying skews. Since the data structure is large (32
MB), the collisions are rare, and thus, the performance of linear hash table is only
slightly worse than the count array sketch. Thus, under our settings, operators may
prefer the linear hash table because it provides a guaranteed 100% accuracy with
negligible impact on latency versus the count array.
However, the effect of skew on heap is more prominent: the skew not only affects
the number of memory accesses but also the amount of computation that the heap
performs. This is because under low skew the heap is more likely to move an item
across multiple levels than when the skew is high. Fig. 4.3b shows this where the heap
latency grows by 45ns from skew 1.5 to 1.1, but by more than 100ns when going from
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skew 1.1 to 0.75.
Data structure size. To study the effect of skew changes together with the size
of data structures, we fix the measurement task algorithm to count array and measure
the packet latency when the traﬀic skew changes. Here, the skew dictates the working
set of the data structure in L1, L2, and L3 cache of CPU. Traﬀic with higher skew is
more likely to access the lower layer cache for packet data than the traﬀic with higher
latency. Figure 4.3c shows the average and tail latency of the count array when we
change its size from 48 KB to 200 MB over different traﬀic skews.
The two jumps at 200kB and 32MB indicate the size of the L2 and L3 cache. When
the data structure is small enough to fit in L2 cache, no matter how the access pattern
looks like, it will always get served from the L1 and L2 cache. As the data structure
size increases, data gets distributed across other layers of the memory hierarchy. With
less skewed traﬀic, we are more likely to access upper layer memories, and thus the
latency gets affected more. This is visible in the figure by the separation of latency
for different traﬀic skews once we pass the L3 cache size.
Entry size. A key factor for the difference in performance of measurement algorithms is the size of the stored state. The size of the entry dictates the percentage
of the entries that are available in the lower layer of the memory hierarchy. Fewer
number of larger entries fit in lower layer cache as opposed to smaller entries.
An entry contains both the key and the value. Typically, the key size depends
on the flow granularity, e.g., whether we keep one IP address (4 bytes), source and
destination IP addresses (8 bytes), or 5 tuples (13 bytes). For the value field, we
keep a 4 byte counter together with the first few bytes of the latest packet to fill out
the remaining space for that entry. We fix the key size to avoid incurring additional
memory comparisons and hash function computation overhead and only keep the
source and destination IPs (8 byte keys).
We implementat heavy hitter detection algorithms as discussed in the previous
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section. Measurement tasks may keep additional information, e.g., timestamp per
flow (with a total value size of 12 bytes) or keep a list of destinations that the flow
has contacted (e.g., 20 bytes on average). But that should not affect the generality
of the impact of entry size on the performance.
Fig. 4.6 shows that the tail latency of count array, linear hash table, and heap
increases as the entry size grows. This is because we are more likely to access the
upper layers of the memory hierarchy to locate our data. The jump for the heap here
is linear and smaller than the jump shown in Fig. 4.3b because here the number of
memory accesses or the amount of computation of the heap does not change with
varying entry size—we still use the packet counter to reorder the heap.

4.4.2

Impact of measurement tasks and storage of key-values

To cover the impact of memory and computational aspect of measurement task, we
study two tasks: (1) superspreader detection, which updates a large memory portion
per value, and (2) change detection, which is computationally more intensive than
heavy hitter detection. We show that our results from the previous section still hold
even on the two extremes of memory and computation complexity. Finally, we study
the impact of value size on the performance, and suggest a strategy to decide whether
the key and values should be colocated in the hash table or not.
Superspreader detection. Superspreaders are the sources that chat with a large
number of distinct destinations. They can identify distributed denial of service attacks
(DDoS) or sudden changes in traﬀic pattern. We implement the superspreader module
to report all the source IPs that send traﬀic to more than 128 different destinations
in every epoch (2 mil packets). For every source IP, we keep a distinct Bloom filter
counter per entry [149] with three hash functions and 1024 bits of data to identify
new destinations. Due to the Bloom filter, superspreader has a more complex update
procedure than heavy hitter detection.
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Figure 4.4: Performance and accuracy of superspreader detection
Figure 4.4b shows the average and tail latency of different implementations of superspreader detection. Count array still has the lowest latency among the algorithms
while reaching 97% precision (Figure 4.4b). The hash tables all have a precision of
99% and recall of 100% (The accuracy is less than 100% because of the Bloom filter
error in distinct counting) with linear hash table being the fastest. The conclusion
here follows the result for heavy hitter detection algorithms.
Change detection. Change detection identifies anomalies in packet streams, e.g.,
when the traﬀic pattern of a host suddenly changes or when the traﬀic volume changes
too rapidly. Operators can use change detection for detecting compromised hosts, or
as a signal to a control framework, e.g., load balancing, when sudden changes happen.
For evaluation, we use an EWMA model to predict the traﬀic of each flow and report
the flows that are outside the predicted value. Due to the prediction model, change
detection is more computationally intensive than heavy hitter detection in updating
per flow state.
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Figure 4.5: Performance and accuracy of change detection
Figure 4.5b shows the average and tail latency for different implementations of
change detection. Count array still has the lowest latency among all the algorithms
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while reaching 99% precision (Figure 4.5b). The linear hash table has a precision of
100% and recall of 100%. Similarly, heap also has a precision and recall of 100% but
with 80-100 ns higher latency.
Direct and indirect key-value storage. For measurement tasks with large values,
it is better to store the values separately and only store a pointer in the hash table.
We can then keep a contiguous list of keys to increase the locality of memory accesses
for lookups when collisions happen. However, when the value size is small, it is more
beneficial to keep the key and values together so that they share the cache line. To
understand this tradeoffs, we implement two versions of linear hash tables: Linear
which store keys and values together and LinearPtr which stores the keys with a
pointer to the values.
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Figure 4.7a shows the tail latency of both solutions with different traﬀic skews.
For the lowest skew (Z “ 0.75), the working set does not fit in cache and entries
come in and go out of the cache. Each pointer is 8 bytes so keeping values smaller
than 8 bytes only incurs additional delay. However as the value becomes larger, using
a pointer becomes more beneficial. For example, for value size of 60 bytes, using a
value pointer (LinearPtr) decreases the tail latency by 30%. This is because with
large values lookups and insertions in a linear hash table are more likely to traverse
multiple cache lines. Instead, value pointers promote key locality, which improve
insertions and lookups by lowering cache lines that we go through.
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For higher skew traﬀic (Z “ 1.75 and Z “ 1.25), the working set is small enough
to fit in the CPU cache while the additional memory accesses due to the separation
of keys and values has negligible overhead (about 5ns).

4.5 Measurement algorithms on multiple cores
Measurement tasks never run in a standalone fashion. With a pipeline of network
functions, it becomes harder for a single core to sustain the line rate packet processing.
To get around this, we can load balance the incoming traﬀic across multiple cores
based on a hash of the flows [150]; each core then runs the pipeline for a subset of
flows [151]. Although, this leaves us with isolated measurement functions on each
core and requires state synchronization across the cores. In this section, we will first
investigate how to share the measurement data across cores running only measurement
tasks. We will then study the impact of sharing resources with other applications.

4.5.1

Sharing states across multiple cores

When a measurement function runs over multiple cores, we need to synchronize states
across cores. Maintaining locks on the shared state for consistency has a huge overhead, especially when the cache line that holds the lock is passed between the cores
[152]. To get around this, we can either use (a) shared lockless data structures or (b)
separated data structure for each core.
Shared lockless data structures. The linear hash table and the count array
are easy to implement in a lockless fashion. For example, we can use compare-andswap (or similar atomic operations) to update a counter atomically in a multithreaded
environment. However, it is harder to implement lockless access for more complex
data structures such as a heap.
Separated data structures. Each core maintains its own copy of the data
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structure. When we need to report the overall measurement results, we can merge
the state/results from each data structure accordingly. Typically, merging the measurement results from multiple cores has little overhead if the reporting frequency
is a few orders of magnitude greater than the packet processing time (e.g., ą10ms
reporting frequency vs. 67ns processing per packet). This is because a separate core
can merge the data with low memory bandwidth usage. For example, with a measurement interval of 100ms and a 5MB data structure per core, a reporting core merging
measurements of 10 cores only requires 500MB/s memory bandwidth, which is less
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Separated option has lower latency than shared option. Figure 4.8 compares the latency of heavy hitter detection for the two options using a count array of
different sizes. The average and tail latency of the separate approach are consistently
lower than the shared one (The accuracy is not shown because it is the same). For
example, when the size of count array is 32 KB, the tail latency of the shared count
array is 12 ns higher than the separated count arrays. This is because of the overhead
of running the compare and swap operations for maintaining the consistency of the
shared data structure. Moreover, because the L3 cache is shared, the cache-coherency
protocol will perform additional operations when a cache line in a core is read by a
different core. On modern CPUs, this additional overhead can be as large as 40 cycles
[153]. In contrast, the overhead of merging separate data structures is lower because
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we only need to pay the overhead at the reporting time rather than on a per-packet
basis. Thus, saving memory also decreases the performance on multiple cores because
it requires some sort of synchronization and wastes CPU cycle.
The shared count array latency is initially high and then decreases by 10% and
remains almost constant until 20MB. For smaller count-arrays there is a higher chance
that the two cores access the same entry (and cache line) in the count array, leading
to extra latency due to compare-and-swap and the cache coherency protocol.

4.5.2

Sharing resources with other applications

The measurement tasks may run in conjunction with other network functions or applications on the same machine. Because all of these applications share resources,
e.g., the cache and memory bandwidth, they end up affecting each other. For example, previous works have shown that cache-hungry applications can degrade the
performance of other network functions [151]. To understand the impact of sharing
resources on measurement algorithms, in addition to running the heavy hitter detection algorithm, we run two types of concurrent applications: (a) We run a single
L3 aggressive application on a separate core that accesses random memory locations
to show the impact of the contention on the L3 cache; (b) We run multiple of such
applications on different cores that aggressively read and write memory to show the
impact of the contention at the memory controller.
Impact of the L3 cache contention. We run a memory aggressive application
on a core in the same NUMA domain as our measurement task. The application uses
a hash function to access a random memory address and increment the value there.
To guarantee that this application has higher priority for using the L3 cache than
our measurement pipeline, we lowered the traﬀic rate so that the measurement task
accesses the L3 at a much slower pace than the application core. We then measure the
latency of the measurement task as the memory footprint of this application increases.
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Figure 4.9a shows that the latency of the measurement task remains almost constant up to the L3 cache size. After, the memory aggressive application starves L3
cache and leaves no room for the measurement task, which cause the measurement
task to access the main memory, leading to the sudden jump. Increasing the memory
footprint of cache aggressive applications further does not increase the latency. This
is because the next bottleneck is the memory bandwidth and our bandwidth usage
is less than 10% of the available bandwidth of a NUMA domain (1.1GB/s out of
17GB/s) [154].
Impact of memory controller contention. Today, many big data analytics frameworks rely on the large memory available on modern servers to improve
their performance. For example, Spark [155] keeps most of the intermediate data in
memory for later usage; Hadoop [35] keeps portions of the files in memory for faster
successive accesses. These applications can quickly drain the available memory bandwidth. Previous studies [156] show that Spark on average uses 40% of the memory
bandwidth can can burst up to 90%. This high memory bandwidth usage affects the
performance of the measurement tasks running on the same server. To study this,
we wrote an application that aggressively utilizes the memory bandwidth. A single
instance of this application utilizes 12GB/s of the 17GB/s of memory bandwidth4 .
We run many instances of this application to increase the contention of the memory
bandwidth.
Figure 4.9b shows that as the number of applications increases, the latency of
the measurement task increases. This is because with more requests to the memory
controller, it becomes harder for the measurement task to fetch the packet data from
memory, and therefore, with 7 cores the average latency of the measurement task
increases by a factor of 2.9 for the count array.
Note that in both cache and memory bandwidth contention scenarios, the differ4

We found out that even by running multiple instances of this application, we cannot utilize more
than 14.5GB/s of the bandwidth, which we attribute to the queuing effect and the CPU parameters.
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ences between the measurement algorithms still hold. The count array always has
the lowest latency in all settings.

4.6 Related Work
In addition to the related works covered in Section 4.2, our previous workshop paper
[157] performed a preliminary evaluation of measurement algorithms. This chapter
extends the workshop paper in the following aspects: (1) Implementation: Our previous study was on the Click modular router [158], which is limited in throughput as it
did not let us use advanced techniques such as batching and packet data prefetching
from the cache. In this chapter, we run all algorithms directly on DPDK and apply
different techniques to reach the maximum packet rate. (2) Algorithms: Our previous study mainly focuses on count array, Count-Min sketch, and heap. In addition,
this chapter investigates more in hash table implementation. It compares the linear
hash table and the Cuckoo hashing and shows that the linear hash table is the fastest
choice when we need 100% accuracy. (3) Measurement tasks: In addition to heavy
hitter detection in [157] which identifies keys with heavy volume counters, we also
tested superspreader detection which counts the number of distinct items and change
detection which identifies anomalies in traﬀic. (4) Settings: We also evaluate these
algorithms on a variety of scenarios including multiple cores, different traﬀic skews,
and a variety of entry sizes.
In addition to the three classes of algorithms introduced in Section 4.2, there
are other packet and flow sampling solutions [159, 115, 160, 116]. These solutions are
orthogonal to our algorithms and can always be combined to reduce the measurement
load.
Recent works on optimizing the performance of network function in software
switches [151, 161] mostly focus on better management of the memory usage of dif-
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ferent network functions. Our work can help improve the performance of network
functions by guiding developers to design and select the best measurement algorithms.
Dobrescu et al. [151] associate the degradation of the network functions performance
with the number of L3 references that competing applications make. We give insights
on how to improve the performance of measurement components in such settings.

4.7 Discussion
Theoretical model. While a theoretical model for estimating the latency of measurement pipeline helps in making design and optimization decisions, it is a challenging task as the performance of the packet processing pipeline depends on many
factors, e.g., implementation of the algorithm (packet batching and/or prefetching,
SIMD instructions), other resident applications, CPU properties (pipelining, speculative execution). Our previous work [157] shows a preliminary model for estimating
the measurement algorithm latency. We incorporate the above factors into the model
in the future.

4.8 Conclusion
With the trend of running network functions in software, keeping states inside these
functions, and performing measurement to guide the deployment of these functions,
it is important to understand which algorithms and data structures work the best
in software. The key metrics in software are performance and accuracy rather than
memory and accuracy in hardware. Our experiments and analysis show that simple
is often the best. For measurement tasks that do not require perfect accuracy, a
count array, which is general enough for a wide range of measurement tasks, has the
lowest latency and the highest throughput. For tasks that require 100% accuracy, we
recommend a linear hash table. We verified this conclusion for a variety of traﬀic
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settings, measurement tasks, and multiple core settings.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
In this dissertation, we explored how we can utilize effective searching algorithms that
adapt to changes in the underlying systems while being accurate and cost-eﬀicient. In
Cherrypick, we looked at Bayesian optimization which adapts to variations in software,
workload, and machine types in the cloud for big data analytic workloads. In Janus,
we leveraged the symmetry of data center networks to replace a brute force search
over an exponentially large space (deployment plans) with a brute force search over
a much smaller space. Finally, in our study of measurement algorithms in software,
we showed how a simple hash table can adapt to variations in traﬀic and workload
while more complex solutions fail when traﬀic or workload changes.
The central theme to making adaptable tools is to focus our effort on building
algorithms for a layer that changes slower than the problem we are solving. More
concretely, in Cherrypick, we assume that most of the time, moving software or
workload from one cloud configuration to another closely related cloud configuration
does not result in radically different behavior. Said differently, there is a smoothness
to the function that maps cloud configurations of a workload to performance and this
is independent of the workload. This assumption gives the modeling and searching
approach tremendous power over where to search. Similarly, in Janus, we note that
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the symmetry of a data center is an indivisible part of a data center—without it
managing and debugging a data center becomes almost impossible—so we leverage
this knowledge to reduce the search space while allowing each operator to encode their
risk and expectations. And finally, in our study of software switches, todays’ traﬀic
workload follows a pattern that fits in the cache of any modern CPU, suggesting that
an algorithm that does the least amount of computation has the best performance.
Ultimately, a systematic study of searching algorithms and how we can use them to
build adaptable tools is left to future work.
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